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_ With the emergenceof the Shuttle, the space programhas begunthe transition
i) froman era of demonstrationto one of cost-effectiveutilizationforcommercial
and defenseapplications.Futurespacemissionswill includelargesystems,with
i onboardpropulsionrequirementsignificantlydifferentand more severethanthose
on present,relativelyde1_seSpaceCraft.Therefore,a two-dayworkshopwas heldat
the NASALewisResearchCenterto definepropulsionrequirementsano identifytech-
nologicalissueswhichmust be addressedin the designof largespacesystems.
Theworkshopprovidedexpertsfromgovernmentano industryan opportunityto
addressthecriticalinteractionsbetweenlargespacesystemsand theirpropulsion
_i systemsoverthetotalmissionlifecycle- Shuttlelaunchto LEO;oeploymentandcheckout;t ansfero finalOrbit;.and orbitmaint n ncefor the remainderof he
missionlife. Presentationsweremade in threeworkshoppanelsdealingwith the
followingmajortopics: HissiOnS;systemrequirementsand operations;and system
designand integration.Summariesof the workshopswerepresentedat a concluding
plenary session. Workshopswere kept informal, and that atmosphereprovioed the
free and lively exchangeof ideas and opinions which madethis meeting highly
successful.
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NASA SPACE SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY MODEL
FUTURE MISSION SYSTEM NEEDS
!
T. G. Reese
General Research Corporation _,
NASA SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOI.OCY N_._::,_L
PURPOSE
PLANNING AIO
• PROVIDES A REFERENCE FOR PLANNING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS AND OPTIONS
• IDENTIFIES CRITICAL TECHNOLOGIES NEEDED FOR FUTURE MISSIONS
• ESTABLISHES CRITERIA FOR EVALU"'. IN(; ONGOING PROGRAMS
COMMUNICATION TOOL




NASA Sf-_ACESYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY MODEL
i1 • ACATALOGOFINFORMATIONDETAILINGPROPOSEDFUTUREMISSIONA Di INSTRUMENTSYS EMSENDORSEDBYNASAPROGRAMOFFIC S
ii • ACHARACT,,ZATm.OFTRENOSANDFORECASTSOFCAPABILITIESiNTHE.
MAJOR0,SCIPLIN.OFSPACET C.HGLOCV
i;i • ASETOFREALANDGENERICM SSIONSTHATILLUST_ATE...THEPO ENTIALOF
_i SPACET CHNOLOGYCURRENTLYBEINGDEVELOPED
• REVISED AND UPDATED VERSION FOR 1981 NOW IN PUBLICATION
OF POOR QUALiT_
NASA SPACE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY MODEL CONTENTS
I " " "1 IL " L__ "....
WITI|IN TEN-YEAR IIORIZON DISTANT HORIZON
vocu.E,j VOLuME,,_I VOLUME Ill I
_ys!em/Pl'ogra_ Descriptions Space Tec!mology Trends O_p_jportuJ_ltySystemslProge'ams
and Technology ,Needs and Forecasts and Technolo_!es
Part A: Missl6n Systems, . • Transportation Systems • Part A: Program Office
Oelicripll_ns, and Parametric • SpgJcecr_l_t Systems Opporluhity Systems and
Tabulation of Needs • Informatloh SySt6_s Programs
e- ChemiCal Propulsion
• Part B: lilstrumen¢ Syltems, • Ele(:trlc Propulsl_h • Part 13: Opportunity SygteMs
Descriptions, and Needs; • Aerothermodynamlcs Selected by OAST
OAST Experllnents • Power
• Matelrlals and Structures • Part C: Opportunity




_ • Data Processing




1981 NAS)_ MODEL-LARGE SPACE SYSTEMS
.... MISSION SYSTEMS EXTRAC*£1:n I:Rnu _'r!.!__urinal_ ....
PROPOSED FUTURE LARGE SPACE SYS r.EMS THAT ARE DRIVERS FOR PROPULSION TECHNOLOGY
.PRIMARY PROPULS!ON: LOW THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO ORBIT TRANSFER
PROPULSION SYSTEM




PROPOSED START DATE: 1986 ,1
PROPOSED LAUNCIt DA1 E: 1990
COHERENT OPTICAL SYSTEM C,F MODULAR IMAGING
COLLECTORS (COSMIC)
PROPOSED START AND LAUNCH DATES: >1990
100 METER THINNED APERTURE TELESCOPE
PROPOSED START AND LAUNCH DATES: _19tJ0
ORItlTING DEEP SPACE REI.AY STATION IODSRS)







i , LIFETIME : !1 YEARS
| ....
LAUNCH AND-TRANSFER
VEHICLES : SHUTTLE IOT_v
i OPERA'rlnNAL LoC_T_IONS : GEu
TOTALMASSATOPERA-




'_" 25-50 kW. POWER:
La
i-_ OBJECTI.VE: DEMONSTRATE THE TECHNOLOGIES. SYSTEMS. AND POTENTIAL USES OF OPERATIONAL
!_ GEOSTATIONARY PLATFORMS. THE EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM WiLL PROVIDE AN OPPORTUNITY TO
i_ TEST NEW COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES AND SERVICES AND ALSO PROVIDE A FREE-FLYING, LONG-
_ LIFE TIME SPACECRAFT ON WHICH TO PERFORM SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS EXPERIMENTS.
i-,. I_tESC.R I.pT_ION: A MATED TRANSFER VEHICLE/PACKAGED PLATFORM WILL BE FLOWN BY THE SHUTTLE
i-J, INTO LOW EARTH ORBIT. AFTER PARTIAL DEPLOYMENT OF THE PLATFORM AND A PASSIVE DOCKING
DEMONSTRATION WITH AN ADVANCED TMS, THE PAYLOAD WILL BE TRANSFERRED TO GEO. THEr_
:_ PLATFORM WILL BE PERIODICALLY VISITED BY AN ADVANCED TMS TO DEMONSTRATE RENDEZVOUS,
DOCKING, AND SERVICING AT GEO. THE PLATFORM HAS FIVE DIFFERENT PAYLOADS: COMMUNICATIONS
RED PAYLOAD - COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION, NEW SERVICE DEMONSTRATION;
EARTH OB_;ERVATION RSD PAYLOAD - LIGHTING MAPPER, RADIOMETERS; OPERATIONAL ENVIRON-
MENTAL PAYLOAD - VAS, DATA COLLECTION; SCIENCE PAYLOAD- IMAGING SPEC:TRO OBSERVATORY,
ATMOSPHERIC EMISSION IMAGER; DOD R_D PAYLOAD - NilH 2 BATTERY, PASSIVELY DAMPED STRUCTURE,









LIFETIME: 10 YEARS _m,
LAUNCH AND TRANSFER
VEHICLES : SHUTTLE. HLLV,'OTV
OPERATIONAL LOCATIONS: INITIALLY S00-km 0;
ALTITUDE AT _8.5_; J
_nEVENTUALLY C._-
SYNCHRONOUS
TOTAL MA3S AT OPERA-
TIONAL LOCATIONS : APPROX. 67,000 kg
AVERAGE OPERATIONAL
POWER: APPROX. 25 kW
THE OVERALL OBJECTIVE OF THE COHEt_,:NT OPTICAL SYSTEM OF MODULAR IMAGIHGS (COSMIC) I$ T INCREASE THE CAPABILITIES OF UVIOPTICALIIR ASTRONOMY BY
SEVERAL ORDERS OF MAGNITUDE MORE THAN SPACE TELESCOPE. TYPICAL SCIENCE INVESTIGA-
TIONS ARE CALIBRATION OF THE DISTANCE SCALE BEYOND VIRGO OUT TO THE COMA CLUSTER.
HIGH-RESOLUTION STUDIES OF QUASARS. SEARCH FOR PLANETARY SYSTEMS.
OE_C_RIPTIO__: COSMIC COULD BE DEVELOPED BY NASA IN THE I190$ AS A LONG-LIVED INTER-
_SERVATORY ANALOGOUS TO SPACE TELESCOPE. A LARGE COHERENT ARRAY OF
OPTICAL COLLECTORS IS DEPLOYED IN ORBIT BY ASSEMBLY OF MODULES CARRIED INTO ORBIT
INSIDE THE SHUTTLE ORBITER BAY. INITIALLY ONLY ONE MODULE CONSISTING OF A 10-m BASE-
LINE ARRAY IS SUFFICIENT TO PROVE THE CONCEPT AND AT THE SAME TIME SIGNIFICANTLY IN-
CREASE THE ANGULAR RESOLUTION CAPABILITY OVER SPACE TELESCOPE. SEVERAL ARRAY
GEOMETRIES ARE UNDER CONSIDERATION WHICH MINIMIZE THE NUMBER OF ELEMENTS. AN
EVOLUTIONARY DEVELOPMENT STARTING WITH A TWO-FOUR ELEMENT INTERFEROMETER AND EVOLV-
ING TO A TWO-DIMENSIONAL ARRAY IS PROPOSED, THE ULTIMATE LIMIT OF SUCH AN APPROACH
DEPENDS UPON THE ABILITY TO MANAGE TtIE BUILDUP OF TOLERANCES. THE I_0-METER THINNED




100 METER THINNED APERTURE TELESCOPE
ORIGl 'lt. pAOE
, STATUS;. OPPORTUNITY OF pOQ Q
,;. LIFETIME: I0 YEARS
LAUNCH AND TRANSFER SHUTTLE, HLV,
VEHICLES: OTV, IUS
_. OPERATIONAL LOCATIONS: INtTIALLY 500-km
__ ORBIT AT 28.S°;EVENTUALLY GEO-
]!1 SYNCHRONOUS
J TOTAL MASS AT OPERA=- I,





"_-_ OBJECTIVE: THE 100-METER THINNED APERTURE TELESCOPE (TAT) HAS AS ITS BASIC OBJECTIVES
_' _NCREASE IN IMAGE RESOLUTION AND A 1600 FOLD INCREASE IN ASTROMETRIC PRE-
_T CISION OVER THAT AFFORDED BY THE SPACE TELESCOPE. TYPICAL SCIENCE INVESTIGATIONS ARE
_=' CALIBRATION OF THE DISTANCE SCALE BEYOND VIRGO AND OUT. TO THE COMA CLUSTER OF
GALAXIES, HIGH-RESOLUTION STUDIES OF QUASARS, AND A SEARCH FOR PLANETARY SYSTEMS.
_' DES(_RIP_ION: THE TAT COULD BE DEVELOPED BY NASA IN THE i990S AND MANAGED AS A LONG-
(.|Vl=b IN'i;ERNATIONAL OBSERVATORY ANALOGOUS TO SPACE TELESCOPE. THE LARGE APERTURE
TELESCOPE IS DEPLOYED IN LOW EARTH ORBIT USING ADVANCED ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES. SEVERAL
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS PROVIDE FOR ASSEMBLY ON THE INITIAL STRUCTURE INCLUDING FABRICATION
OF STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS, ATTACHMENT OF THE EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENT SECTIONS AND
THE SOLAR ARRAYS. ADDITION OF THE PRIMARY A,'_D SECONDARY MIRROR SEGMENTS PROCEEDS IN
AN INCREMENTAL FASHION TO PROVIDE AN EARLY _NITiAL CAPABILITY TO OBTAIN HIGH RE_OLUTIO;4
OBSERVATIONS OF BRIGHTER SOURCES, EVENTI_.%_. FILLING IN OF SECTIONS OF ANNULAR MIRRORS
WILL PROVIDE THE FULL CAPABILITY FOR FAINT OBJECT DETECTION.
TAT CONSTRUCTION WILL REQUIRE THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXTENSIVE ORBITAL CONSTRUCTION AND
' ASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES. THE BASIC STRUCTURE CAN BE CONSTRUCTED AND THEN INSTRUMENTED
WiTH RETRO-REFLECTORS TO IMPROVE ('_IMENSIONAL STABILITY USING LASER GAGE INTERFEROMETRY.
THE INDIVIDUAL ELEMENTS ARE MOUNTED TO THIS STRUCTURE AND THEN CONTROLLED "to FORM A
COHERENTLY PHASED ARRAY. INTERFEROMETRIC SENSORS iN THE FOCAL PLANE ARE USEU TO







ORBITING DEEP SPACE RELAY STATION (ODSRS)
OE_GIt,IALP_CE iS
STATUS: OPPORTUNITY OF POOR QUALITY
LI FET IME: 10 YEARS
LAUNCH AND TRANSFER
VEHICLES: SHUTTLE IOTV /
OPERATIONAL LOCATIONS : GEO
i
TIONAL LOCATIONS : 8500 kg
AVERAGE OPERATIONAL ........
I_DWER: 5.5 kW J
1
i
OBJECTIYE: TO PROVIDE DEEP SPACE TRACKING AND COMMU/CLCATIONS SUPPORT OF DEEP SPACE
PROBES IN THE POST 1985 ERA.
4
DESCRIPTION: THE ODSRSWI&L BE LAUNCHED INTO A LOW EARTH ORBIT BY THE SPACE SHUTTLE.
"f_qT_*-'OI_ITI'-RAS AN INCLINATION OF ABOUT 28.S °. IT IS ANTICIPATED THAT THREE SHUTTLES
WILL BE REQUIRED TO TRANSPORT ALL OF THE ODSRS HARDWARE INTO ORBIT, INCLUDING ONE
SHUTTLE FOR THE ORBIT TRANSFER PROPULSION SYSTEM. THE ODSRS WILL BE ASSEMBLED,
ALIGNED, AND TESTED IN THE LOW-EARTH ORBIT (LEO). AND THEN BOOSTED TO A GEOSYNCHRONOUS
ORBIT [GEO|. FINAL SYSTEM LI:VEL PERFORMANCE AND ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS WILL BE PERFORMED
CN LEO PRIOR TO A DECISION TO TRANSFER TO GEO. j
,i
THE ODSRS CONCEPTUAL DESIGN IS A 28m. OFFSET FEED, TWO-REFLECTOR CASSEGRAIN ANTENNA.
IT HAS A LIGHTWEIGHT DEPLOYABLE BACKUP STRUCTURE WITH PRECISION SURFACE PANEL_
ATTACHED IN LOW-EARTH ORBIT, U_ING THE StlUTTLE AS A WORK PLATFORM. _>UPPORT SUBSYSTEMS t
FOR THE ODSRS ARE CONTAINED ihl TItE BOXLIKE BUS ATTACHED TO TIlE MAIN ANTENNA BACKUP ISTRUCTURE. THE ESTIMATED ODS_S MASS IS 8_00 kg. AND ITS STOWED VOLUME I$ APPROXIMATELY
2 SHUTTLE CARGO BAYS. ODSRS POWER CONSUMPTION IS ESTIMATED TO BE 5.5 kW, MOST OF WHICH
WILL-BE A CONTINUOUS LOAD FOR REFRIGERATORS FOR THE CRYOGENIC RECEIVERS.
1
i3
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:_" START DATE: 1986
LAUNCH DATE: 1990-9!
AUTOMATED PLANETARY S'i'A.'ION







:.... • , rrF _l_]
SPACE PLAT-FORMALPHA (J_:F_J(_ QUALITY
L.
!, STATUS : PLANNEDLIFETIME: S YEARS WITH ON _
ORBIT MAINTENANCE _:
LAUNCH AND TRANSFER SHUTTLE DEPLOYED
VEHICLES: AND SERVICED _i
m.om -_LIii ii rlNHw
..... _lh.ll_ _l_m
TOTAL MASS AT OPERA-
TIONAL-LOCATIONS: 12.500 kg
AVERAGE OPERATIONAL 11-12 kW AVAILABLE
POWER : FOR PAYLOADS
OBJECTIVE: THE SPACE PLATFORM ALPHA IS A _;HUTTLE-DEPLOYED AND _HUTTLE-TENDED
_LACED IN LOW EARTH ORBIT FOR AN INDEFINITE TIME. IT WILL PROVIDE STABILi_'Y.
POINTING, COMMUNICATIONS, POWER, AND THERMAL DISSIPATION _ERVIC¢S TO A VARIETY OF
TEMPORARILY EMPLACED PAYLOADS. THiS PROGRAM IS INTENDED TO PROVIDE THE CAPA-
BILITY TO OPERATE THOSE PAYLOADS THAT ARE RESTRICTED BY THE LIMITED TIME AND POWER
AVAILABLE DURING A SHUTTLE SORTIE MISSION.
O_OE_SCRIpTION.: THE PROGRAM iS A SYNTHESIS OF SEVERAL ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE OFFICE OF
_PORTATION. STUDIES OF THE 2S kW POWER SYSTEM, SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
sPACE PLATFORM AND THE MATERIALS EXPERIMENT CARRIER FORM A BASE FOR THIS CONCEPT.
TItE BASELINE DESIGN FOR THE SPACE PLATFORM i$ AN 11-1;_ kW SYSTEM WITH FACILITIES TO
BERTH WITH AND OPERATE AT LEAST THREE PAYLOAD COMPLEMENTS.
THE OPERATIONAL MODES WILL INCLUDE THE FREE-FLYING PLATFORM MODE (PRIMARY| AND THE
ATTACHED OR SORTIE MODE. THE SHUTTLE-ATTACHED MODE WOULD I_tE USED TO: f,1) EXCHANGE
PAYLOADS; 121 PERFORM PLATFORM MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR; (3) AUGMENT PLATFORM CAPA-
IJlLITIE_; (ql PERMIT EXTENSION OF THE ORBITER ON-ORBIT STAY TIME.
THE PROGRAM IS CURRENTLY IN THE _YSTEM UEFINITION AND PRELIMINARY DE_;IGN PHASE. TWO
STUDY CONTRACTOR_ (TRW AND MDACI ARE DEVELOPING COMPETITIVE ALTERNATE SYSI'EM
CONCEPTS.
!!_.!?.:::,._::::::::::::::::::::::::-:_ ,,- , .........:":".........." .. :- :"- : ......:: : ................L . 00000001-TSB08
ORIGINALPAGE IS





OPERATIONAL LOCATIONS: LOW EARTH ORBIT
TOTAL MASS AT OPERA- S9,000 kg FOR
TIONAL LOCATIONS: INITIAL SOC
AVERAGE OPERATIONAL
POWER: SOkW SUNLIT
_: THE SPACE STATION WILL PROVIIDE A MANNED OPERATIONAL BASE IN LOWEARTH
_ERFORM MISSIONS REQUIRING EXTENDED ORBITAL STAY• TIMES.WITH FREQUENT OR
CONTINUOUS CREW INVOLVEMENT.
_: THE SPACE STATION CONCEPT DESCRIBED HERE iS THE SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER
_ALYZED BY BOEING. THE SOC IS SPACE ASSEMBLED FROM MODULES PLACED IN ORBIT
BY MULTIPLE SHUTTLE LAUNCHES. THE INITBAL VERSION INCLUDES ONE HABITAT MODULE, ONE
SERVICE MODULE, ONE LOGISTICS MODULE AND AN AIRLOCK. IT CAN BE CONTINUOUSLY MANNED.
BY A CREW OF FOUR (gO DAY NORMAL RESUPPLY), CAN PERFORM SATELLITE SERVICING, UPPER-
STAGE TO PAYLOAD MATING, AND CAN ACCOMMODATE A VARIETY OF SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
PAYLOADS AND EXPERIMENTS. AN AUGMENTED VERSION, THE OPERATIONAL SOC, INCLUDES AN
ADDITIONAL HABITAT MODULE, LOGISTICS MODULE AND SI_RVICE MODUL_. A DOCKING MODULE
AND FINGER PIERS WOULDALSO BE AI_DI_D. THE OPERATIONAL SOC PROVIDES FOR SIC DEPLOYMENT
AND ASSEMBLY, LIQUID UPPERSTAGE STORAGE. AND UNASSISTED MATING OF UPPER STAGES TO
SPACECRAFT. THE CREW COMPLEMENTCAN BE INCREASED TO EIGItT. FUTURE VERSIONS OI_ SOC
ARE CONTEMPLATED. THEY WOULD PERMIT ON-ORBIT PROPELLANT STORAGE. OTV BASING AND








;" STATUS: OPPORYUNITY OPERATIONAL LOCATION: LOW EARTH ORBIT
i i:, LIFETIME: S--il) YEARS TOTAL MASS AT OPERA-
TIONAL LOCATION: 2S,000 kg !
,- " LAUNCH AND TRANSFER
_7_ VEHICLES : SItUTTLE AVERAGE OPERATIONAL _[i
i:' POWER : 25 kW !
'i_- O.JECTIVE:*LANETARYOBSERVATIONSARETOBEMADEFROMANORBITINGPLATFORM.CON-
:_'- TINUOUS OBSERVATIONS OF DYNAMIC PHENOMENA (e.g., ATMOSPHERES) ARE POSSIBLE. EMPHASIS
il WILLBEONWAVELENCTHST.A CANNOTBEOBSERVEDW,THEARTH-BASEDTEL SCO,-:S.NTHE
USEOF,NTERFEROMETERSWITH0.0,-ARCSECANGULARRESOLUTIONSHATCANNOTBEATTAINEDWHENVIEWINGTHROUC.THEART"'SATMOSPHERE.ANDoNNEWMEASUREMENTTECHNIQUESFOR
i DEEPS ACE.lESiONS.
DESC.RIPTIQN: A 25-kW POWER MODULE PROVIDES THE BASIC SUPPORT FUNCTIONS FOR THIS
MI_;_;/ON. THE POWER MODULE PROVIDES POWER, ATTITUDE CONTROL, AND COMMUNICATIONS.
INSTRUMENTS ARE PLACED ON PALLETS (SIMILAR TO SPACELAB) AND MAY BE EITHER RELATIVELY
SMALL PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR EXPERIMENTS OR LARGER MULl| USER FACILITIES. SHUTTLE
REVISITS COULD BE UTILIZED FOR REPLENISHING CONSUMABLES (e.g., FILM, CRYOGENIC LIQUIDS), l
MAINTENANCE, AND FOR RECOVERY OF THE PALLET AND ITS INSTRUMENTATION. EARLIEST f





FUTURE LSS/PROPULSION SYSTEM DRIVERS
LEO TO GEO ORBIT TRANSFER
LOW THRUSI' TO WEIGHT PROPULSION FOR LARGE SPACE STRUCTURE_
WITH MASS OF 61100to 85,000 kg
ATTITUDE AND MOMENTUM CONTROL
LONG LIFJE--(>10YEARS), RELIABLE AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEMS
PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR VERY LARGE (100 METER) STRUCTURES
















I MiSE;iLEDi:FENSE MISSILE DEFENSE
• THEAI_ERTNW
• SPACEO_FENSE SPACEOEFENSi_
• COMMAND, CONTROL. AND COMMANO, CONTROL, AND
COMMUNICATIONS COMMUNICATIONS
e SURVEILLANCEANn WARNING SURVEILLANCEAND WARNING
• DEFENSESUPPRESSION DEFENSESUPPRESSION
• FORCESUPPORT FORCE 8UPPORT
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ADVANCED SPACE SYSTEM CONCEPTS AND THEIR



































• RATIONALE j .
A_rnatlveenergySourcesareneeded. 1
11Oniinrzo_nOile. i
• ¢X)NCEPT DESCRIPTION tACHires
Laflleareare|ledorsIn Spaceretiedtheimageofthe ouAL,v',
sunOntoth eildh. Multipl Mt lllt sused-to---- liee • OWenMCTiOuLIMIT
mtnimlzecondrudlondifficulties.
• CHARACTERISTICS "
e MIGHT IOO,IP]OIb llo nmiDIA0POT.m4 w/cm| -
• SiZE 12mirrorsearni.(XJ0-fldim .UZLMOONLI[VILILLUMINATION
• RAW POWER 1.2 kW
6 ORBIT SynCh.E_at. _(i
• ¢0Nb"TELLATION81_qE !
• RISKCAllEGORY II (MedlUml
• TiME FIUUVlE 1990
• IO¢ COST ! Spaceonl_ 160M
• PERFORMANCE _
Tentimeslull-moonlevelilluminationat nightprovided
toam 180nmldim(nocloudS).Fullmoonlevelprovided ! i
thrOughmoderateclouds.
• BUILDING BLOCK REQUIREM£NTS :! t
• TRANSPORTATION Shuttleandlargetugand/orSEPS '_
• ON-ORBITOPERATIONS AiJtomatedor manualservicingUnit
• SUeSYS'irEMS Attitudecontrol;mirrOrs.Structure
• TECHNOLOGY Largereflecto.r:pointihg:staUonkeepingmaStercontrol i I




OR_C,.,,_,:. i-': + , POWER ELAY$AIELLIIE
OF POOR QUALS'IY'
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The objective of the "MisSions" panel was to define a mission set that would
requirethe potentialuse of very large, advancedspace systems; to rank the mission
on the baSeS of need from both a civilian and a military perspective;to evaluate
the advancedspace systemswith respectto propulsionneeds, both primaryand
secondaryiand to summarizeas conciselyas possiblethe high-prioritymission
forces whlch requireadvancedpropulsiontechnology. In addition,the panel was
to providespecificpropulsion-technologyguidance for use by NASA propulsion-
technologyplannerS. To accomplishthese objectives,this panel wa_ made up of a
representativecross sectionof advancedcivilian and military missibnplanners and
advancedsystemspianners.
.. To allow the panel maximum time during the two-dayworkshop fOr_deliberation
and formulationof a consensuson each of the statedobjectiveS,the approachout-
]1ned in figure I was followed. On the first day_ three presentationssu_arizi.ng
futuremission requirementswere made to the panel. The first presentationwas
based on a technologymission model study by GeneralResearchCorporationon _Be
potentialneed for large space systemsfor future civilianmissions. The secondwas
based on an advancedmilitary space architecturestudy by AnalyticalServiceson the
potentialneed for large space systems for futuremilitary missions. The third was
based on an advanced space system conceptsstudy by AerospaceCorporationon the
clvilian and military needs for large space systems.
The Inltiaieffort by the panel was to Select a set of missions and advanced
system conceptsrepresentativeof the broad Spectrumof opportunitiesdescribedin
the presentations. This effort was followedby the establishmentof assessment
criteria that enabled the rankingof each mls_ion. After mission tanking,a rep-
resentativeset of propulsion-systemevaluationcriteria was prepared. The panel
then ranked mission/systempropulsionneeds with respectto the evaluatio,
39
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criteria. The panel activitywas concludedby the formulationof a conciseoverall
miSsion/systempropulsiontechnologyguidancestatementfor use by NASA propulsion
technologyplanners.
_igu_e 2 presents a su_naryof the mission set and the large space systems
associatedwith each mission. The seven missionsshown on t_is figure are not a
unique set but representall the generic large Space systemsconsideredby the
panel. The seven missions are a subset of over 50 civilian and militarymissions.
Having selecteda representativesubset of miSSions and systemS,the panel
ranked the mission set on the basis of perceivednational need, both civilian and _
military. A delphi repetitivevotingprocesswas used to achievea consensus.
Figure 3 presentsthe resultsof the voting algorithmused. The missions and
-w
' rankingsclearly favor militaryover civilianneeds, but they are intendedto be
representativeof nationalneeds. Also, they acknowledgethe growing importanceof
communicationsatellitesover a broad spectrumof civilian and militaryuse_.
















The resultsof the panel assessmentare summarizedin figure 4 and show an emphasis
on large-antenna-pointingpropulsiontechnology.
The panel concludedthat the futureutilizationof large struCtureSwil-Ibe
mainly for surveillance,communications,and defensemissions. The systemsasSo-
ciated with these missions are large antennasan_ platformS. The propulsionneeds
associatedwith these systemsare primarypropulsionfor placementand maneuvering
and secondarypropulsionfor pointing.- it is also recommendedthat future prOpul-




0 SPACE SCIENCE LARGE ANTENNA, OPTICAL S_STEHS,
PLANETARY STATION
0 COMMUNICATIONS LARGE MULTIPLE ANTENNA
0 COMMAND AND CONTROL COIV_AND POST
0 SURVEILLANCE RADARs IR
0 TERRESTRIAL SUPPORT LAR6E MULTIPLE ANTENNA
0 ORBITAL SUPPORT PONER STATION, _PACE STATiON*,
PLATFORH_
0 DEFENSE LASER (LOWPOWER), LASER (HIGH _OHER)
• SPACE STATION: MANNED, INCLUDING CUEL _EPOT AND MAINTENANCE FACILITIES
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¢;- ORBITAL._UPPORT _,, "_
_- TEItRI_STRIAL SUPPORT _/T
7- SPACE SCIENCE 2/_.- '
• RESEARCHAND DEVELOPMENTWASCONSIDEREDNECESSAI_YTO ALL OF THE
MISSIONS RATHERTHAN A SPECIFIC MISSION
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GDC LSS/PROPULSION STUDIES
GDC LOW THRUST VEHICLE STUDIES
1977-70 AF,-SAMSO -- ON-ORBIT-ASSEMbLY DESIGN STUDY t
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1979-80 NASA/MSFC -- LOW THRU_'r VEHICLE CONCEPT STUDY
J
1979-_Jl .NASA/_tSFC - GEO_FI'ATIONARY PLATFORM STUDY i
I(JS0-OL.-.--NASA/LeRC - LOW THRUST OI4EMICAL PROPULSION SYSTEM
PROPELLANT EXPULSION & THERMAL
CONDITIONING STUDY








A WOlsa! Leslie 8paDs 8y_om el|owl3(IDO,s soncopt foe a apace b_tJodradar from our On-Orb|t-
AssemblydesigneNSy tar the Air FOr., ODChas c_ontlnUedto definegildetrUetuees, andtrans-
fer vehloloefor euohsystems.
Of pOORQU_I.ITY
25 OF 47 LSS MISSIONS PLANNED CAN BE
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A SHUTTLE OPTIMIZED DESIGN GREATLY REDUCE_
TRANSPORTATION COSTS FOR LS_ MISSlON_
61X_ stUd_o_for NABAMS¥C (O_atlitlonary PlMfor_) hive detormlnod thdt d 8tdJtt|ooptimized doilies
(i_ &Tt_tlndf0rV_ldolo lit one shtgtio flight) 8r0stly reduce8 tranupo_tattoit ooat_ and minJfnizoe orbl-
tnl op0ratione. CarefUl attontion to doel&M5no ro_ulted In cffidlmtt pnyi0iid ph01mSing. A minimum
volume, high-onofly (LO_/%H_)transfer vchlelo ailow_ maximum volume for tllo payload In the fiT8
orbiter cargo bay. Orbiter mipportoddeployment nnd choolmut of the _pacoerait ln_Uree mlOdlonouo-





AN OPTIMUMPROPULglON SYSTEMI_ BEING
DEFINED FOR LS_
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SHUTTLE IWi'ERFACESARE BEING DEFINED FOIl
LO2/LH2 VEHLC.LES.,.
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A NEW LOW THRUST LO2/LH2 ENGINE OFFERS A 40-50 SECOND
lsp INCREASE (2200-2800 LB PAYLOAD) t
Althoullll the RL-10 ¢ngltioii olin run at low thru0t, • now low thrllMl enple ofrerli • 40-60 ado. lap Inoresee
over the RID 10, reeultinl in on additional payload onpablllty of 2200-2800 lb. Added esvinp in enillne
welglit lind Veidole ellbeylltelils make tide even more littl'activo.
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AN OPTIMUM PROPULSION SYSTEM FOR LSS
REQUIRES TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
An optimum propulsion system for I_S requires technology develt)pmeat of the en&qne, feed systems,
and tknkage. A 500 Ibf LO2/LH 2 engine will have to run up to l0 hour_, aqd re-start 10-90 tlfnes.
InnOvations inpropellant feed systems kt low flow rates and low seceleration8 are n_eded for mlnlfnlzing
weight. The torus I_32 ttmk allows a very Short stage, but requires careful deSign'_O mltdmlze weight
and residuals.
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SUBSYSTEM AI,TERNATIVE TECHNOLOGIES ARE
BEING INVESTIGATED
All of theoe eubsyetems nre both tnveatlpted In detail in the AI[_RPL "barge 9pitce 8yatem
Cryogenic i_loyment System Study." Alternntl-oe ate being tt_ad_ tO msxlnd_ perrormanoe.
Ree_lte of tide etudy will pt_vtde dlreettone L0r technol_fy develolSme_ of t_e engine end vehicle
pv,opuleton _ubsyetemd.
\
Subsystem AitimUlivel to be Traded Trade Sludy Evaluation ,
CopP.-InJ* - Gdtedi ................
En_pne iflfUsl/tlvol_tIO 61ss0_neffUusl leval (50_ IhtJ
increased thrust levels
Constant acceleration v5 donSt_l thlust
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Aulogeneou_ I_eSsUrlzabon Wilh h_um
for sl_l.up




Partial _ _CqUiSI_I(:_t device Ra_i_iy .
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Tank veniln0 Settled i_opellmita With cohventiohal ,'_;ulrll)bctty
verd._ Baseline n_Ision defimlion
Z_o-o th_modynamic vent syslem i.de cycle cosle
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GDC'S OPT OTV PROGRAM EVAI,UATES
LSS/PROPUI_iON INTERACTIONS
(./IX_ hu m_lftuod to d_vefop the '¢)P3' OT_._'' eoi_tputor program I_ ovaltmto I.q_/proptil.lon Inter-
is, lions+ The offm}t of thrumt-lo-wetllht awl the number d+feNitn6 burns b, oMIdO tho ol_lmum pay-
load IS show_. Recent 45, V data from Stanfot'fl has boon tnc_rl_ratod for more burns (t?).
Results o| recent stxh_oe on e_gioo and golHeio performnnee (lap and p_p_llant lo_sea) have sitka
beon ln_rporat_d.
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Future Air Force and NASA spacecraft will be launched by the Space
TransportatiOn System (STS). These missions include communications, !1
meteorological, intelligence gathering, earth _esourcesj and
servicing. The satellites will be carried to low earth orbit on
Shuttle atld will need a vehicle to transport them to their final
orbit. The present transfer vehicles (IUS, SSUS, and )INS) have limited
delivery capability and cannot meet the needs of the future. 1
Under Air Force contract we recently completed the development of a
mission model for NASA and DOD out to the year 2000. The mOdel i
co_talns over 600 spacecraft deliveries including Large Space Systems
i
(LSS). To evaluate the Orbit.Tra_sfe_ Vehicles (OTV) against mission
model requirements the mOdel _s separated into five categories based
on energy required, S-level, spacecraft deploy/return, operational
constraints, mission durstioht and packaging. Propulsion systems
compatible with each mission category were then selected for
evaluation. A total of 41 candidates were selected which inciude,_
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storable propellants, crYo8enic propellants, and electric propulsion.
For the LSS mission Category a shot, LO2/Lll 2 system with _orus
LO2 was selected over the storable 1_204/)M14OTV based On
economics. The lover Life Cycle Cost (LCC) for cryoaenlc_ resulted
from the very high energy requirements of the proposed future
mission,. This resulted in increased Shuttle flights for the lower
ener8y storable OTV.
To present the benefits of a storable 0TV and its relation to LSS we
must first lOOk beyond the LSS missions and assess tbe high energy
missions being flown today. These missions include all present flights
to geosynchronous (GEO) a_d those projected that are 10,000 lbs or less
in weight. For these missions (Category II) the storable OTV was the !
lowest cost and had substantial economic advantage over a cryogenf_c OTV ]
!or the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS). The primary reason is them
importance of length. FOr example, one of the included charts shows a
20 ft long OTV with 12,800 lb delivery to GEOhas the same mission
. Capture Capability as a 15 ft long OTV with only 7,700 Ib delivery I_I
:_ capability. Storable OTV's that exhibit this capability include the _i
7 9I'S Transtase vlth over 8,000 lb delivery to GEO and an advanced 1
storable _rlth Over 12,000 lb delivery to GEO. Figures showing these .......
vehicles are included. The Transeage was developed during the 1960_
and has a demonstrated reliability of 96 percent in its 26 operational
m_ssions, i_or the STS Transtage only mandatory changes have been
incorporated to meet program requirements as _ell as i_1_ 1700.?A,
Safety Policy and Requirements for Payloads Using the STS and
_. ICD-2-19001, Shuttle Orbiter/Car$o Standard interfaces.
-_: Comparing the del_ver_ capability o£ the storable OTV to the mission !
:It
-_ requirements shoe the iowet e_er_ LSS missions can be acco_odated :
=:I_ very effectively. The storable OTV requirements for LSS mission t)J• requirements are presented for both a Stowed LSS during transfer and a
_ deployed LSS during transfer. Current studies for some of the lower
% -
_. energy LSS missions _re looking _ery SeriJuSly at stowed LSS tranSler
. with a storable OTV. _he most significant difference in propulsion
" requiremed_;s for stowed versus deployed LSS transfer is thrust level,
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number of bunted and ileal angle. The thrum|'level is driven by the
lov 8 requirement. The ,umber of burns is dri.venby perfoz'mu_cetvhere
multiple perigee burns can reduce the delta velocity to G_.O for tow
thrust from approximately 16,900 to 14,600 fpe. The 8imbai angle is
higher for deployed LSS transfer because the c..8. is noc veil known
prior to deplo_ent since the LSS rich lees chsn one 8 capability can
not be deployed in a One 8 ground envlrenment. . ...........
in conclusion the storable OTV is the mosL cost: effective vehicle for
current missions, it can also meet toy energy LSS requirements. The
cryogenic OTV can best meet future high energy missions such as manned
missions st C_.O. i_or large traffic of high energy Lfl$ missions it is
more cost effective than the storable OTV. Electric propulsion has the
potential for economic advantages oger the stor.lble or cryogenic OTV
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INIqFIt_F 4_ S_Ce SVSriMs _ ,i
Electr|c propulsion has the dual capability of trantferrtng large
payload mst from LEOto GEO,and providing accurate on-orbit Station-
keep|ng with reduced mass comparedto chemical auxiliary propulsion.
Integrated propulsion studtef have Investigated orbit boosting, inclination
change, attttude control, stattonkeeptng, relocation, disposal, and power
sharing on-orbit wtth electr|c propulsion System. A solar array point-
tng $.t_ate9y has been developed to mtntm{ze the effects of atmospheric
drag at low altitude, enabltng electric propulslon tO initiate oroit
transfer at Shuttle's maximumcargo Carr)ing altitude. Attttude control
requirements a_e generally met by gtmba11|ng the prtmary orbit transfer
thrusters, and ustng electric auxiliary propulsion thrusters On-orbit.
Chemical auxiliary P_pul$ion thrusters Only provtde a backup functton
during the mission. Gravtty gradient torque is used during ascent to
Sustain the SpaceCraft roll maneuvers required for max4mumioiar array
111um|natton. $tattonkeeplng iS themst demandingon-orbit propulsion
requirement. At area den;tries above 0.5 m2/kg, East.West Stattonkeeping





Tradeoffs between integrated electrtC propulsion system maSS_atto
and transfer ttme from LEO to GEOwere conducted parametrically for
varleus thruster effIciency, Specific tmpulse, and other propulsion para-
meters. A computer model was developed for performing orbit transfe¢
calculat|ons whtch tncluded the effects of aerodynamic drag, radiation
degradation, and occultat|On. The electrtc propuls|On syStem mass tflclUded
power source, Bower conditioning and controls, thrusters, gimbals, pPOpellant,
propellant storage and _lstrtb,ltton SyStem, thermal contrOi, and StructuPe. _,
S|gn|f|cant restdual on-Orb|t power (generally greater than 50 percent) was
'i
found to ue avatia:_le for payioad utilization. The tradeoff results _!
shOwedthat thruster technology areas for integrated propulsion should be
dtrected towards Improving prtmary thruster efficiency |n the range from
15OOto 2500 seconds, and be continued towards reducing specific mass.
Comparison.of aux|l|ary prOpulsion systems showedlarge total propellant m_sS i
Savtngs wtth.tntegrated electrtc aux|.|_ary propulsion that resultS in a
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• ORBIT-BOOSTING
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- DEVELOPED OPTIMUM ARRAY ILLUMINATION 8TItATEGY
_. e--.ALI.GTN ER FUNCTION8
- IMPLEMENTED ROCKET EQUATION
• lip FOR AUXILIARY PROPULSION SET AT 3000 SEC
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COMPARISONOF ORBIT TRANSFERAND ON-ORBITCUMULATIVEFLUENCE
.mVe_nom.
m_
TRANSFER INCREMENT PLAflE POWER|_1
_u._uy._,_
1.0 $ X 10TM 1.0 X t014 $ X 1014 _1.06X 10TM 60
2.0 2.2 X 10TM t.0 X 1014 $ X 1014 _ X 10TM 66
_1.0 1.01;X 10TM 1.0X 1014 $ X t014 1.60X 10TM 68





FUNCTION ELECTRICAIDS CHEMICALAPE &
N...8STATIONKEEPING (P- 0.61(1) (P- 0)
LOWVALUE (6441 (608| fliG)
NIGHVALUE 639 12) 6?6 (Pl (1412
E-W STATIONKEEPING (P- 0.3) (P- 0) '!
SIZE d ,, 20M MN ,, 2700Kg 13161 (|441 1121
d ,, 60M MN -"8100Kg 623 (2 43i (2 t92 12
REFOSITIONING160 180°) _ 128 i211
OISPOSALAT ENDOF MISSION IcY tOY
GEOTO 40 _ KMORBITALTITUDE
TOTAL 1688 130t
i i i II ii i i1,111 I
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WIDELY DIFFERENT TYPES OF STRUCTURE
Whim 8tudlylMlib Idontotlon dif it JrudllUl'e with Ib pinipllulofi OyalmMone mud aiiiilldhlr
b vide variety of aosOSurttlon types IthJ my bo Involved. Wlillo mlmlon udysog may
provide a good Idea of overall fuMttonsl requirements of the eqpaeeeraltoba ln_ived fftoy Mve
little ides of the aetutl ehapee. In revlewltl pr_J_oted mteeto_ one pooMble bt_s_ Into two
general ettegoriee II mJsKested -.
(1) PlMfomu
(S) '_hrlatmmaJTroeo"
The term"platJbrm" 11 bun widely uued tn tho llst several yea_8, pat_Jeulsely i, connection
,,Ith apace baaed r_br and power etltt_ns. 8ueh a _ruoture 8ryes the |mpreuton of a fief disk --
it may be curved oemo_aJ, Ullma 8tueer, or troves pentMonsl outline end be built up wtth et_tlJ
i_l wlteo ud MareIn-lplaMarms 8tteldq out, but nevertheless It to disk like- _ It will be
thasJod from the eenter with a foree perpendteular tOits pl_e.
Vu-Ml'mph8(1) amy(B)ate examples Ofsueh etrueture8. Their losdlup will be eesenthdly 8ym-
mdrteal and dp,lnmlo dhlraeterJotte8 aim be desortbed t_Ullhly In terms of beam or plate modes,
However, _ whole _lun of pOtatt81 8tr_ure8 eal_ that oannOtbe eateprlsed ats'_llnl_mo,"
One eumple 18 eho,m In Via-IllriqJh(8), _hleh Is • proposed eonflgu_stlon for the OeostattoMry
C6mmunleatlons Platform. Tho te_m '_.ltt_orm i' le m Ioneer deserlpttVe lore, but is • he,M-oVer
from earlier syst6m eenoq_e indies In whleh itttlo mnsl_ratlon had bee# given to 8etull 8psee
|r.,eo_Ae.Vu-iP'lph (8) to eharaetertt_l by beame_srme andmU_ pn_jeetllMIin ull then dlmennlons
endea'rrj4rMaudennuor other 8elentillo devloU, it to eertalnly fllmey iooMngenddlspisTelittle
evNeneeo| _ymmetry. Per wsnt6f a better term. euohspaeeerilt havebe_ue_eKorlr,ed am,,Ohtlskn,a_
TIL'OOI."
7i




Whenoptifnszlngn propulsion_Tetehlfor trsflel_rtnttan of s family of Inrg_ dpndentr_tUrtss,
endonlyI_anorslrequirements foe the ntru(_uree ere 19_own,endIn torpodto dlmpilf_ sad Ideail_e.
In nddluon, one must 0hosesa poramo_nt'- Or psrlmot_rs -, to be o_lml_d. Potential essmploe
_; ire, eros, unebl welKht, doflneuone, trnhofor time, do. fJlven_one4rulntnOfthe t_heUloOrbiter
lift ospnbilltyand oa_8_hay nt_.0It le onoyto eIKme,meMmom s_onde the I_rs_otor to be ol_imlzod for it
'_PIstform" tpl)O,
tn the easeof the "Christmas Tree" the oholeoId oversdtmenltU_ugh.COrtldtdyAt'OffJehddrdlyeppllo|blo.
In the ant'soleaseof the "OooetstionliryCommunlebtlo#dPlntfornt" Ote¢Ooe,the required Aumbor6f ilttennns
- attdepeese_l_rlnlonte fat oxooedodthe pnselbllIWof tl slnKIoghettlo fllBht, andt_odu_ttonof the nlambor
_. of flights to a minimumweles major o_lteriOnfor optiml_ntion, ilowever, folding endpeokSgln8of the
veurtouerues; tldsms to fit within the sergebay provedto be the drlVlM peobiomoewldlodonSllivityIn
tr_meferloads seemedto !)o less pro_4dodthe thrust to wels_t ratio was not mere thanabout. 03or. 06.
if funding were svnlleble, it would be deeired)le tOnnaly_.eone ._r two specifle "ChriMmae Tree" conflipl-
= rntloem in some detail to determine thel_ Sensitivity tOT/W variations. Bocouee of teoJudeel complexity,
tide _uld be conelderlbly more ooetly then for similar workon 'rPlatforms,, eftd may not feasible.
_: For these reasons It Is probable that optlmieJng for maximum area of s "PIMform" tMpeof Largo Bpsoe
8trneto_e 18.the best possible procedure for establishing thrust eherseteHstios Ofa new transfer stage.
i
_. DYNAMICINTERACTIONB ._,
" Stele Z ade
Per a oonsbunt thru_ to wetlOhtratio (T/W) the Larse _paoe _ruoture e_perien_ee _stent ae-
oeleretton lends which _esult from forces whioh are equal to this aoeelm, ution times the mites of
e_oh item in the s_stom. If T/W varies then we define as '_tstie Loads" those Iodidewhioh _ome
7 from the Inebmtsneoue T/_V times the ml_as of sash Item.
'_ Thrust TrUdient Loads
When T/W varies very slowly the ei_tio lokdS eq_pro_tt_ste the sotued ioedel but whet_it v_Heii
quteldy d_l_tMMotl'lmeiut 1sad88_egeAeretod WJdohntshe the total aetifld leeds coMldet.blyiprnai_r them the etatlo toads. The eaUo of tbe mm mutd actual lo_dlto the maddmum Md_O load
_. is oedied the ,,D_w_le AmpLtfleJdon Faotot."
)" Vu-lp_eph No. 6 Is euSexample coml_ter simulation of actual toads experlanoed dttrtng the _ .
i/ enslne etmrt t_anale_ of _ Centaur. The maximum etktio eoeel_atton Is npprOXlmid_ly _00 in/see _
while the nctusi lend on the engine Is peon to be Over 000 In/see . Other parts of the e?stom espertenee
other vslues.
•' VU-lfrePh 140. e shows eSloulatod responds of a simple el_l_ deans of _eedom system to ait_Ipe_otddi
_.. an&tee tht_dt funotion. "_ thrust Hne time _) is _pproxima_iy 1/4 of the natur_! period Ofthe _y_em.
--_ The d)miuniompltfleetion fester ie i. 9. ill the limit, where the rise tithe dpproaoheezero, t_ faet_r
_li_ for u undsmpedsidle deloresof f_eed6m System1approaches2. VLt-Spr_phNo. ? _howSthe _d_eotof
inrreUlng the thrust tl_ time to. 6 times the netu_&l peHodl hed_bthe amplifiontlot_ f_dtot hod dropped
to :'..2. _rther ineteUe in rise time wo_ldpt_luee further _eduotlon1, fitter until, in the iimft,
the hL_lor wouitl Ik_come 1.
72
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9oth of tbeso 8float dynsmlo tT_;mlent toads end oare must be tmkento oheok ouh epaoeo_am
to aentlre thin It is not oYor_trOeoed. Tho|r offeote, howovor, are n_t noneltlVe to onglm thrnst
at thrust i_|d-up fustian nnd thoreforo they should not bike a _l_Mlt_m_t put in deoluloD on
optiYnl_nLlon.
Aflitude Contro|
Early UMyeee on the OOA Indlomtod that angina vootorlnK ebould be _4equato to ao_i the eyBtem
derlng orbit |L'ansfCr. It is non_elvable that a very flexible platform _lrpe of design may be developed
fo_ which tltla le nOt poeslble, in ouoh a oleo it Is aeaumed that tlso on-orbit oont_ol system of the
epeaeoraft itaelf-oould be used to aselet _hJrlnt an&the burns.
Distributed Thrust .
It le midel'_ that J. Clark will bO dlsoueelnl_ this eUbJeot in detail. 8uffloe It to say iwre that
dlstribut_i thrust can theOreUcal|y IP.eatly alleviate 8paoeofsR lodda, but _t random dlOerenoas
In th_'uet build up functions of two or moro ei_tMes may p_Mfuee lld_ierable n_t-aymmetrte loadtuff
0auditions.
VU - I STRUCTURES - PROPULSIOI_ IN'I'ERACTIONS
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MAX lll_XllH_iMOMENT
AT Alibi II¢IOT (FT-I.UI ,33.000 011,15.t-- ,30.do_ 43ti.O:it ,30,001 +I'/,IQ
01"ATOC Joeoo
SiAX 8IlEAl| AT. AnSI 10t-- |O 06 tO0 H 80
nOCiT |_JJ|
MAXACCELERATION .000 .111 .0G0 .ose .0ss _ .111
AT AItM TIP
25 PEflCEHT O_' PIIOPELI,ANT8 ItEMAIHIH(]
flPACI.'.CIIA}'i' WE|GIlT _ 31_350 LD
8TEA bY-STATE ACC_i,EJlATIOH _._. 03.10




VU - 9 E.FFLEC_|OF DYNAMICFACTOR(K4_iO.NSIZE OF SRR-A
VII * 10 OUALITATIVE RESULT OF DOUBL|NG
LOAD DUE "I'O DYNAMIC FACT_..OI_
.01 _ .03 .04 .06 .0_J .t .2 ,3 ,4 ,6 .8 I
TAr
NOTES:
(I) IIORIZONTAL ARIIt}W_q AI_." DUF TO STRUCTURAl, REQUIIiEMFNTS.
(2) VERTICAL AtlllowS AIIE DUE To ENGINE PERFORMANCE I,OSSES,
OF PCOK QtJALITY
VU - ii SUGGESTIONS
, IDW TAV I_TORY -. 02 TO. 10 RANGE - BUT EXACT VALUE NOT VERY SENS|TIVE
SIA_W TI[RtlST RISE TIME DESIRABI.E BUT NOT MANDATORY.
- ENGINE Ti[RtlST SEI,ECTION NOT VERY SENSITIVE
3" , 8TRUCTIIRt_ W]I,I, I,IKEI,Y B,_ I}[_IGNEI), _ _.IMPACTP.D, BY TIIi_ T/W RANGE.
: , PROPFI,IANT ACCEI.EI_,Ai"ION SIIOtI/,D BE _NI)tVII)ITAI,I,Y ANAI.YZED FOR START TRAN-
SIENT BUT V_,qkY UNi,IKEI.Y "iX} GO NEGATWE.
e "PIATF_{ItM8" MAY SOM ETIME,q B E R PQU|RE |)TO USE TI|EHt OWN ATTrrUDE CONTROL
SYSTEMS DURING 'F|IR|IST,
-_. , _D|.ERANC_:S IN SIC STIC.ltCTIYRE SI:I()U|.I} NOT APPEc'r CllOR'E OF PRiDPIII_ION B_tIYi'EM




STRUCTURES--PROPULSION INTERACTIONS .aND REQUIREMENTS
t;
MARTIN MARIETTA AEROSPACE
O_NVEA OIV4_ilON POS_ _IFFI¢_ aOX 1_l OENVER C_.ORAO0 W_01
The availability Of the Space Transportation System (STS) in the
1980's rill make it feasible to deploy ou-orbit Large Space Systems
(LSS). In general terms, large space systems are classified as either
deployable or erectable, depending upon the protest used to place them
into operational confi_uratiOn. With deployable structures, the entire
manufacturing and assembly takes place on the around and the assembly
is flo_, £nto space in a high density _olded form, where it is then
deployed. The concept of erectable structures refers to assembly in
space either by a building crev or by remote manipulation. Propulsion
system thrust levels required to transfer these general t_es of structure8
from LEO to C_O depends upon the load bearing capability of the LSS.
The interaction study deterttned the effects of low-thrust primary
propulsion syste_ characteristic8 on the maag_ aTea, and orbit trauefer
characte_istics of Large Space Systees (LS_). Three general structural
classes of LS_ vere considered, each vtth a broad range of diameters and
nonstructural surface densttites. While transferring the deployed structure
from LEO to GEO, an acceleration range of 0.02 tO 0.1 g's vas found to
maximize dei_verable payload based on structural man impact. After
propulst,n system parametric analyses considering four propellant co_-
. bin_tions p_oduced values for available payload mss, length and volume,
a thrust level range vhieh_-mi_as deliverable LS_ diateter vas deter-
edged corresponding to a structure and propuisto, vehicle.
The engine start and/or dhutd_m thrust tra_simtt_ On the last orbit
transfer (apogee) bu_ can impose transient loads _hich vouid be greeter
81
li than the steadyostate loads at the burnout aceeierattou. The effect of
the eustne thrust transients on the LSS yes determined from the dynamic
nedels upon ghieh various ensine raps vere imposed. The ramp tines.
T., vere _hoste to be a step, 1/2, 2/3, 3/3, and 4/3 of the LS_ funda-
n_ntsJ period.
_ Based on a sin_.le Bhuttie fllsht vtth • LEO to OEO6rblt transfer, the
optlmu= 0iW thinest level ran8e to mazinise delivered LSS diaeeter (if
payload uass limited) is betwee_ 3100 to 4200N and the next,am per-
i_i ferments tanhase conftsurat£on delivers the max£een deployed LSS
!_ dtmecer. This range /J relatively independent of the following:
1) Propellant 0_mbination;
2) Tanhase CenftSuratiou;
" 3) PAxture Batio;
4) Type of LSS; and
5) Type of LSS Nonsttuctural Surface.
The cure is also relatively flat. /_lyinS insensitivity to thrust
of a ranse of thrust.
The results also shoved that the tr_sient-indu_ed load is not a
s£gnXficant driver (i0X structural mass inpact ) tn defining
requirenants for the primry propulsion syston. Xf no structural
mass _mpact is desired, the ranp time suit be greater than tv_-third8_o_ ....
the LSS fundanenta¿ period for all LSS considered.
The following stage charecterietXcs are reemphasized vhiCh deliver the
maXimUmLSS dJ_meter based on the results of this study. The character-
istics are;
i) LO,_/I_,_ propellant _o_,binatlon
2) Pu_-f&d single sabine, and
3) Constant accel_ration, 8 perigee
burn orbit transfer strete_
However, these results differ from other studies that have determined
the optimum thrust level. Also, there are six key factors that may
drive the optimum thrust lever and unit be evaluated priLr__tn_sJu_e
definition. They are:
- M/nimu_ btrength of Structure
- tion-seos3mchro_oua Operatlonal Altitude (Lathe Payloads)
- iUpact of Subsystem (Mass .and Dyna_LteS)
- Larger Capacity Orbiter
- Ultra-Gossamer S_ructures of the Future
- Ultra-Larse Assesbled Structures
Another key factor _s _hether L_S depio_nt in lo_ earth orbit ts
required end vhether LSS 8erviet_ and repair can be done in LEO. If
LSS desi&me_s do not include _et_lcing pr_visions .tn their design,
then _hy impose lm_ thrust require_entS on the ste_e desisuer?
8Z
PPILS81ProgramSummary
The primary ObjeCtiveof the Primary PrOpulsion/Largo Space
SysteminteractionStudy program is to determine the effects of
low-thrust primary propulsion System thrust-to.mass ratio,
thrust transients, and performanceon the mass, area, and orbit
transfer¢haracterlstl(;dOflarge spacesystemS,
LSSConfigurations
Structural Diameter Surface Pointo!l"hrust l"hrusto
_concept Raflge,m Densities,KglmJ Potential Application MassRatio,0
Expandable30._00 0.0S.0.tS. Anten_aeA(_roSs CenterofStructure 0.02-t.0
BoxTruS_ 0.40,3.42 FroquenOyRange, NormaltoPlane
PowerOeheratIon.
SolarCell$
, _ , !
WrapRadial 30-_0 0.05,0.10 LowFrequency CenteroftheHub 0.02-1.0
Rib Antennae
I I Ha I I I II I I
Hoopand 30-:N)O 0.15, LowFrequency AftEr_dof 0.01.1.0






• 0.t g Maximum AcceleratiOn Pro-
duces Acceptable Mags Impact t0elo.ls
(<30%) for 0.05,0.15, 0.40 kglm:
Surface Densities loel
s.o- • Below 0.05 g, Mlnlnlal Ma_s
Reduction
" • At 0.2 g and Above, Impact On
:S System Mass Is Significant (>100%) t
BOxTmsSSIructure 7t10,18Ir i ,]Single.Point ThrUSt
DI/_mOt_t= 30171110a144!llMIlmltgam i ]t
Suda(_eMa_s-AosI0 t600.4013 4_kgim i i 1
_'_ 6 84._ _e_lp rtU(sd










002 005 0.t 0.2 0.4 O.IJ
Maxlmufn Accelerdtlon, Thrust is WdlOht
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Average Structural Mass impact for Start
Transient Effects
BoxTruss FladialRib, HooplOolumn,
::" Ramp Average AVerage Average
Time kgFleqdlkg kgFleCldlkg kQRecldlkg
'. TFI. SteadyState SteadyState Steady5lets
, ,_ a I
_' Step 1.10 1,10 1,07
i-_ 113fl 1.03 1.0S 1.01
i_:
'" 213fl t.00 1,00 1.00
it,
_i t.00 1.00 t.00313l1 i i ii
413fl 1.00 1.00 1.00
T





Effectof ThrustLevelon BoxTrussDiameterfor Various
i!_ PropellantComblnatior_andTankageConfigurations
1;'5 -
_-_ -- -- LO,/LH, minimum
. t70-
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- OrbiterCargoBayLength- 18.3 m










































i. ._evB_al relattd topics .re addressed. FirSt, the functions and requirements of auxiliary propulsion systm are
l _ata_d. NOneof the three major tasks - attitude c0nti_!, statlllkeopln9 and shape cdatrol - can he perf0_ed by a¢_llectlon of thrusters at a Single c_ntrel location. The need. in 9enerel. for torqLts abOut all three axes requires
] that propulslOo units be physically s_a_tecl. If a centrulized system ts defined as a c,_llectlon of Separated clusters.
:_f madeup of the mlnl -u* dumer of prof_VSton units, then such a system can provide attltuc_e control and stetlonkeepin9for most vehicles. A distributed propulsion syStm can provide shape control for flat plate type structures and It can
i _: *|so perfom attitude control and statlllkllplng.
ir_ A rovlon of various proposed large spice Systems loads to the conclusion that centralized auxiliary propulsion IS bestsuited to ehicles with a relatively rigid cm_. These vehi les any carry I n_ber of flexible or mevable appeiXlages.
This group includes manyof the prOpOsedduple?able concepts. A so,clad group, cOnSisting of one or mere largo flexible
_±j_ flat plateS, miLyneed distributed propulsion for Shapecont_l. Thor_ Is a third group, consisting of vehicles built up
t from multiple shettle laudches, t_tCh _ be forced Into i dlstrlbu_eo system because_f the need to add additional
,_i propulsion units as the vehicles grey.
• _' The results of a stud_ to exlmtne the effects of distributed prepulston on a boam-ltk_ structure are reported. The
_ deflection of the structure under both translitillal and rotational thrusts IS shGvniS a function of the number Of
i equally spiced thrusters, tlhlm lye thrusters onl7 are used tt ts shownthat Incitlon is in important parameter.
_ The possibility of using distributed propulsl0nto achieve mlnlmemoverall systemveight ts also exmtned, it ts shown
t_it Under certain conditions the additional freight of distributed propulsion can be mere thin Offset by reduced
_- structural _l_ht made possible by reducing stiffness.
• Flnllly. an exiinetlon Of active dampingby distributed p_opulslon IS described.
Although fltght expertllce tO date has bell excluSlvml_ with centri!|zed propulsion systems, distributed propuislon _111
_,_ he needed In the not t0o distant _uture. A mmher of issues should be addressed. TheSetnclude: an examination of the
L" optimum mimberand dtstrtbOtlo_ df thrusters for active shapecontrol of unlfom and nenountfom one and t_o dimensional
_: plate like structures; tl_, problem of control of evolving structures that my experience drastic changes tn
¢llfisuretion and ma,_ properties; and the sllsor p14cmnt, control 14w d_velolx_nt, computation and other








o AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEflS
FUNCTIONS
o R(OUlREHENTS
o DISTRIBUTED AND CONCENTRATEDSYSTEflS
o APPLICATIONS
• PERFORflANCEOF DISTRIBUTED SYSTEH$
0 NUNIER OF THRUSTERS
o LOCATION
















AtVItUD( ¢ONIROL - PROVIDE TOHDU[S
o tHRUSTERSANAY FROR EERIER OF flASS
o PAIRS 10 PROVlO( PURE COUPLEAND AVOID TRANSLATION
STATIONKEEPING- PROVIDE AV THRUSTS
o CORRECt ORIENTATION
• ATtitUDE CONTROL
o RE1 tHRUST THROUGHCENTEROF HASS
• GlflRALLEO THRUSTERS
o FIXED IHRUSIEN(S) PLUS TONGUE(APADILItY






PLACEUNITS CLOSE TOGETHER PLACE UNITS FAR APART
o SHAREANCILLIARY EOUIPHENI • INCREASE lOiggES
0 DECREASEPROPELLANt
REOUINEO
SOLUTION " flOUNT UNITS IN SEPARATEO(LUSIERS
REDUCENURB(R OF INRUSIERS INCREASENiftiER OF THRUSTERS




SOLUTION " HINIHIZE TOTAL STRUCTUREPLUS AUXiLiARY PRG#ULSIONHEIGHT
'_ CONSTRAINTS













































APPLICATIONSOF CENTRALIZEDAND DISTRIBUTED PROPULSION
CENTRALIZEDPROPULSION
o fllNtflUH ORHEARfltNtflUfl NUflBEROF tHRUSTERS
RIGID VEHICLES




o NORETHANHIHIHUH HUHBEROF THRUSTERS
o FLEXIBLE HOflOGENEOUSVEHICLES(FLAT PLATES)
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o THO RIGID NODES
o FULL C_dCELLATiOHOF GRAVITY GRADIENTAND SOLAR
RADIATION TOROUES
FIGURE CONTROL
o TIIREE TUO-DINEHSIONALFLEXIBLE NODES
o NO EXCITATIOH OF SECONDNODE
0 SHALL EXCITATIO_ CF FIRST AND TIIIRD HODES
o 500D FIRST AHD 1111RDNODEDANPING
SENSITIVITY
o SYSTEHSTABLEAHD INSEHSITIVE TO NISPLACEHEHTOF
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Requirements of future space systems, including large space systems, that
operate beyond the Sp_ce shutt.te are discussed in this paper. Typical
functions required of propulsion Systems in this operational regime include:
payload placement, retrievalw observatlon_ servicing, space debris control and
support to large space systems. _hese f_ctional requirements are discussed
in conjunction with two classes o£ propulsion systems: (1) primary or orbit
t_'ansfer vehicles (OTV) and (2) secondary or systems that generally operate
within or rele' _,ly near an operational base orbit. Three propulsion system
types are deScLibed in relation to these requirements: Cryogenic OTV,
Telecperator Maneuvering System (TMS) and a solar electric O1_.
Operations purely in low earth orbit are described in relation to the _1S
since LEOdoes not lend itself to an effective application of a solar electric
type of system. Both _MS and solar electric systems are candidates in high or
geosynchronous orbits. Payload placements and retrievalw as welZ as
sub-satellite operations are considered early operational requirements for a
TMS. Later operations may include payload servicing for both conventional and
large space systemsw and space debris control. Servicing operation8 range J
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fra, _xtuie changeObt on small spacecraft and changeout of experiment pallets
on a space platform in LEO to repienishin_ expandabies ar_ updating
oper_tionel capabilities of large sF_e platfOms in GEO.
SpaCe debris control can be divided into _o ma_or cat_jories: (i) low
_ intemediate orbits, and (2) geosyuchronous orbit. Effective Space debris
control In low and intemedlate orbits poses a very high energy requirement
due to the varying orbital parameters of every object in this regime. Early
debris control in this region may be accomplished with a q_ for objects that
are near co-orbital with the ql_S. G_O debris control Is considerably more
manageable Since all the objects are near cO-orbital. The integrated solution
of this problem tends to favor a high energy propulsion system like a solar
electric _ although it is within the general capability of a conventional
system like a TMS.
Larcje space systems such as advanced cce_untcatton platforms, science and
application platfoms, and space-based radar will pose two primary classes of
requirements on primary propulsion system (OTV): (1) high perfomance and (2)
possible low thrust acceleration. These systems, as currently envisioned, are
to be deployed in L_O, checked out and then transferred to GEOor other high
orbits. It Is this aspect of these systems and their operational modes that
currently infers low thrust _eleration for the _V. There is need for
considerable debate in this area since the resultant O1_ program would of
naceUit¥ be required to incl_le the capability for a wide throttle range on a
high thrust engine or two engines - a low thrust and a high thrust engine.
SinCe the_ large space systems also impose high perfomance requimeenLs on
the OTVw the likaly cbo!ce will be to have two separate engines in the
pregram, qhe low thrust enQine would _e single purposed and due to the very
nature of the lar(je space system approach, would be uSed infrequently. The
cost laver_je of this approach requires careful scrutiny by the large space
i_ systms _ propulsi_ system _unitieS. It should be pointed out that the
structural lo_s associated With: transport to LEO, deplo_went and checkout
in L_O, a_or s_y in LEO may impose a Structural capability in the
system to wlUmtand tr_ferS to high Earth orbits with high thrust engines
with reasonable throttle ranges that/,aintain high perfomance.
In summary, the key interactionS between the future large Space s_tems
and propulsion syStemS are: growth capability in [_rfoma_ce, maximizing
length available _or payloads in shuttle cargo bay, capability co provide




e ORBITAL SERVICES REMOTE TO TIlE ORBITER
- FUNCTIONS
- RATIONALE
• ORBITAL SERVICES VIA TELEOPERATORS MANEUVERING SYSTEM iTMS)
- TMS DESCRIPTION
- EVOLUTION OF CAPABILITIES
• SPACEDEBRIS AT GEOSYNCHRONOUS
• POTENTIAL LARGE PACE SYSTEM APPLICATIONS
• GEOSTATIONARY PLATFORM
- DEPLOYMENT IN LEO
- TRANSFER OPTIONS TO GEO (ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLE)




SATELLITE • DEPLOYMENT - REUSEADLEPLACEMENT OF PAYLOADS
SERVICES- UP TO 1600 KM FROM ORSlTER. OR
REMOTE ANYWHERE IN GEOSTATIONARY ORBIT
• RETRIEVAL - REUSE_RLE REMOTE RETRIEVAL
REDUCING INTEGRAL SIC PROPULSION
BUflD_;N
• OBSERVATION - REMOTE A_'JDNEAR ODSEIIVATiQN FOIl
OPt. SAFETY. AND DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
• SUO.SATELLITE OPS w IN.ONBIT SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS
• MULTIPLE P/L - PERMITS MANIFESTING FLEXIIJILiTY ANO
DEPLOY/RETRIEVE REDUCES SIC INTEGRAL PItOPULSION
UUflDEN
• SERVICING - MAINTAIN REMOTE ORQITAL SERVICES
ON-LINE. UPGRADING.
• SPACE DEBIRS CONTROL -- CLEAR SPACE LANES OF LARGE I)EI)RIS
















• RY 11HI6 APPROXIMATi_LY IS20 SPACECRAFT ANO PIECES OF DEBRIS
WiLL lie IN IWNGtifl_OUIi ORBIT
4) THE GREATEST DI_NSli'Y IS IN NORTH AMERICAN SECTOR
{" 240 IN TItE II00 - _400 W LONGITUDE SEGMENT)
• PAYLOAO| HAVE NO COLLISION ANTICIPATiONIAVOiDPJ_CE CAPABILITY
• ALL SPACECRAFT AND DEBRIS WITHOUT ACTIVE STATION KEEPING WiLL
COmTIIUTE A MOVING HAZARD IN 8YNCtlflONOUS ORBIT





i I % SOLAR/ t
,,ACre..El, NTROL a4ll 1
• CONTROL INCREASING HAZARD DF COLLISION
AT G|DSYNCHRDNOUS ORBIT _ _10. 1
- NUMBEROFOBJECTSINQEOSVNCRRD:.DUS S
ORBIT IS INCREASING i- INACTIVI[ DBJECT_HAVE DRIFT RATES 20 •NORTH AMERICAN SE,.'TORBECOMING i
¢ROWUEO I
• oMOVE INACTIVE D_JECTS TD HIGHI_RORBIT 10 _ CHEMICAL(NON INTERFERING)
0 -- . . , t
ALTERNATIVE VERICLE| _ 400 e0o 860 1.000 l_m 1_40g I_iQ0
• LIQUID CHEMICAL ISTURAllLEi SYSTEM OBJECTMASS)(K|)
- SINGLE8tlUTTLEIIUI LAUNCHED SYSTEM LIMITED TO II TO 10 Dll_ECTll
oSOLAR ELECTRIC
- SINGLE SltUTTLa[IIUS LAUNCHED SYSTEM FROVII)ES FACTOR OF TEN !
INCREASE IN CAPAlllLITY OVER cHEMICAL SYSTEM
- LONG TERM RESISTANCY: 5 DR MORE YEARS










1. PACKAGED IN CARGO BAY li,l._a rrmV / i
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OFI'OORQUAt.tTY OEOST^TIO,,nVP q onM
_RMANCE REQQI_REMENTS
• PLATFORM DELIV_RY MIEmON
• 0006 ks DELIVERY CAPABILITY, LEO 'IX)GEO
14, 000 FT/fJEC AV
a0.1 km OF TAROBT POtaTION
0.0_ G T/W MAX
, SERVICING MlaOH
• 2267 kit DELIVERY CAPABILITY, LI_O TO OEO
14, 000 FT/SEC £V
JO. 1 km OF TARGET POWTION
NO T/W CONSTRAINT
• 832 kl[ RETURN CAPABILITY, OEO TO LEO





OTV SUB_tSTEMS SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS !
• ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL I
No n_URe-MENT t
• POWER l
_00 WATt8 DURING PREir..AUNCH(OYRO ACTIVATION)
, COMMUNICATIONS i
I/F nETWEgNP[,ATFOi_Am) ORB|Tea; B-BAND
$_ KiIP8 UPLINK, 0.4 KBP8 COMMAND
l05_KDP8 DOWNI,JNK, l_lOK1BP8DATA
. PROPULSION
0005 Itg CAPABILITY FROM LEO TO OEO, PLATFORM DELIVERY MIH61ON
14, 600 [,T/6gC GV FOR TRANSFER, +4t5 1_/8E0 INTO DEBR(80nmT
MAX T/W: 0.07
ELEVEN I_URN8MAX
lop > 415 b_C
2267 ks CAPADILITY FROM LEO TO OEO, SERVICING MISSION
20,600 k_F/SEC AV FO,t TRANSFER & RETURN
10,000 TO 20, 000 l,D TilRUST
Isl) > 460 S_C
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GEOSTATiONARYpLAIFORM ORIGINAL PAG_ IS


































• AVIONICS COMMAND & CONTROL (VIA GROUI_-PLATFOIOdoTM8 RF LINK)
VlDRO (STBI_gO) -- Ait_CULATIOH A,'4D PAN
LIGHTING -- WITH VIDEO REQUIREMENT, FOR LOGI_'FICB
RESUPPLY AND FOR DOCKING
F_NOEZVOU8 RADAR -- TMBt ACTIVE; OTV AND PLATFORM,
PaaHflV_
, PKOPULSION/nCS 42 FT/SP_C AV FOR OTV/PI, ATt_OI_ TRANSLATION
ATTITUDE CONTROL licit TBANSLATION AND ROTATION IN S AXES
MINIMUM EXliAUST PRODUCT CONTAMINATION -- COLD GAB
pnI_FBRn_D
• ENV!RONM_NTAL CONTllOL NO I_QU_it:_M_NT


























\; • MINIMUMPRACTICALSTAGELENGTItWIN FULLPROPELLANTLOADINGAND/OR
ADAPTABLETOSHORi-LENGTHVERSION- MAXIMUMPAYLOADLENGTH







































_..._JIAHACTErl- MASS (LBSI LENGTH "0" LIMIT ON-OnOIT NUMBER TIMING
_._,,_o..s_STICS , A VrL 'L
I
I ()NO OEO 5.000 - 10.000
5AI ELLITES ;'ARIES INVERSELY 42' - 30' NIA _ _ _ 12 1901 ..-z,-2000
WiI.ENGTtl
i i . . | , ,. i i
.%lIOltI' GEO 3,000 - 7.000 _ 25' NIA _ - _ 30 1907 _ 2000\ SA|LLLII'ES
: ... i i i i . ...... ,
EXI'E II IMENTAL
GEU PLATFORM 12,500 < 25' 0.15 - 1.00 __ _ 1 1909I =.L IL I-- -- .... i i
t)I'I:IIATIONAL 10.000 - 15,000 _30' 0.05 - 0.2G <_.65FPS 24 1990 --_ 2000I'LA[FOIIMS
, i illll
VEIIY LARGE
I'I.ATFOIIMS 19.000 - 30.000 _2 X 60' 0.05 - 1.0 _ _ _ 0 1990-._. 2000
tINMANNEO 0.900 --w-0.000 UP
SLIIVICING < 25' NIA 009 FPS 29 1991 _ 2000
$OII11E 0 --_2.000 OOWI_
MANNEr) UP TO












MANNEDSORTIEI1 DAYSI 150ItR 11
MANNEDSERVICINGI2] DAYSI 500HR 0
i "
MULIIPIEI.,_,UNCH(_LAUNCHI • 200HR |







"L eOTV & PAYLOAD:SAMELAUNCH9OTV& PAYLOAD:SAMELAUNCHIOTV & PAYLOAD:SPLITLAUNCHe2 MANSORTIE
TOGEO
eSIZEDFOR6EK81"E eSlZEDFORE6KSTS eEIZEDFORAUGMENTEDSTS eAUGMENTEDSTS
eOELIVEflYONLY eAEROBflAKE:DELIVERYONLY eCOULDBESPACEBASED eSPACEBASED
: PAYLOADPOTENTIAL(POUNDS)
r_
OTV-,1 OTV-2 OTV-3 MOTV
DELIVERY @K 12K 14K -
RETRIEVE - - 16K -
ROUNDTRIP - - 6K 12K
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IIHAT IS SYSTEtlS INTEGRATION?
HOg IS IT Ili_ADITIONALLY ACCOHPLISHED?
HOU DOES ITS CHARACTERCHAHGEUITH THE ADVENT OF -
THE STS?
PROPULSIONOUT OF THE ORBITER_
LSS?
MHAT DEtlANDS. IF ANY. ,ILL IT IMPOSEON TECHNOLOGY?
INTE6RATION AS A TASK
DEFINING. UNDERSTAHDING.AND ACCOUNTINGFOR INTERACT-
IONS BETUEEN THE llAJOR SYSTEHS OF A SPACE _SSION.
ASSURINGTHAT THESE INTERACTION9DO NOT VIOLATE THE












0 APALY,_I5 AND DI_P_'J_ITIOXOF XOXoCOHFORHANCES




VEHICLE - A DEVELOPEDENTITY H/CERTAIN OPTIONS
SPACECRAFT- AN EVOLVINGENTITY
o INTEGRATIONIS A HAdOR FRACTIONOF TOTAL LIFE-CYCLE
COST.
e THE: LATER INTEGRATiOHBEGINS IN THE LIFE-CYCLE
PROCESS, THE HIGHER THE LIFE-CYCLE COST.
• TECHNOLOGYNOT NORttALLYVIEUED AS A HETHODOF
ENHAHCIHGOR ENABLING THE INTEGRATIONTASK.
INSTEAD -




HONE SYSTENS - NORE INTERFACESTHAN BEFORE
SYSTEHS tlORE COHPLEX THAN BEFORE
flORE COHFORNANCECRiT_;RIATHAN BEFORE
e LSS FURTHERAGGREVATESTHIS PROBLEH.
e LSS HISSIOHSPOSSIBLY PREVENTEDBY IT.
EXAMPLE - MOREINTERFACES
THEN - NON -
ATLAS/CENTAUR STS/CENTAURi
I CRAFTJ _ ICRArTJ\ Lo_Ps.__J





EXAMPLE - MORECONFORNANCECRITERIA ORIGI_',_ALPr,_E IS
OF PO(_ltQUALITY








• SAFETY ALONEPLACES SIGNIFICANTDENANDSON FUTURESPACECRAFT.
FRON HHB 1700.1A, 'SAFETY POLICY AND REQUIRE-HENTS FOR PAYLOADSUSING THE STS -





IN THE CASE OF LSS -
ALL OF THE ABOVECIRCUNSTANCESEXIST
ALONG,ITH ADDED THREAT OF ORBIT DECAY/REEHmY
DUE TO ATH. DRAG ON THE DEPLOYEDLSS.
• SAFETY AflD RELIABILITYOFTEN HAVE OPPOSITE IHFEREHCE
! OH SYSTEH DESIGN - HUTUAL COHFORNAHCEREQUIRESTHAT
EXTREfll HEASURESBE TAKEN.
I _1
SAFE OUT UNREL. REL. BUT UNSAFE SAFE AHD HEL.
IN THE CASE OF' LSS -
A DISABLINGPENALTY NAY EXIST BECAUSEOF THE
HUIIDEROF REPETITIVE ELEHEHTS IN Tile SYSTEIt.
_G. - ItAHY HINGES, HANY ROCKETS. ETC.
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al THE UHIOUENATURE OF PROPUL.qlOHR_QIJII(EDBY L_
COUIJ) FURTHER COIIPLICATE ItITEGI_ATII}|L
PROPULSIONPOfiSII]LY UlSTRIFIUTEI)THROUGtlOIJT
PROPIJL,_IONIIAY LOOK IIORE LIKE_AN L_S SIJB!;Y,_TEH
TIIAH A BHUTTLE UPPER E_TAGE
IF' SO, A GRO_ISLYI)IFI_ERENT S__TOF' INTEGRATION
Itu;._ PERTAIN TO PIIOPUL_ION
PROPULSIONAB PROPIIL_ION Aft
O [NTIIIE BTS ll£--C_III'. ID PRCPULSIOHIS ,_TS CARGO
¢1 illlllflAL _IIUTTLE/UPPER • PROPIJL._IONINTEGRATION
STAGE INTEGRATION REQUIREDFOR EACII (
.t AFTER THAT II15510N
gNAT LS_/PROPUL£tlOHTECHNOLOGIESgOULD EASE TI4E
BURDENOF"STS INTEGRATION?
AHSWER- UNKHOMHAT THIS TIHE





DEF.IHli"AH LSS IIISSION F.ROItTHE STANDPOINTOF
INTEGRATION
INVOLVE STS OPERATIONSHANAGEHENT
APPLY CURRENTSTS CONSTRAINTSAHD EXPI"CTEDLSS
TECHHOLOGY
_' ID£NTIF'Y tlISSIOH UHITATIONS BECAUSEOF"THE ABOVE















National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665
A space-based OT_ (SBOTV) is one that is delivered to orbit empty and
remains there for its oDerational lifetime. Propellant and payload are
brought up on subsequent launches. Ground-based OTV's (GSOTV) are launched ]
with propellant and payload and are returned to the ground after each 1mission. Key Isstaes In the comparison of these systems Include debris
protection, space-based OTV maintenance provisions, flight perforieance,
on-orbit refueling, and launch and return operations.
Debris protection has a severe Impact on the S80TV. The increasingly
hostile man-made debris environment and the more stringent requirement of
no tank impact require more protection than previous open truss designs
could provide. The penalty for the GBOTV Is much less severe, but still
slonfficant, k key technology Issue is the protection capabil|ty of compo-
site mate¢ial_.
(
- On-orbit malntenahce _s critical for SBOTV. If no maintenance is
performed, the vehicle would have less than a 90-percent chance of success
by the tenth mission. With full restoration of key components the frequen-
cy of return to Earth for major maintenance Is decreased to Once every 29
fliqhts. The mass pena|ty and burden on the space station seem acceptable.
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The _aln problem _ith refueling a SBOTV is reduction of lo_ses during
the various transfers. One concept, a compromise between no propellant
recovery and rellqulflcation results in a total loss rate Of 12.8 percent.
Zero-g propellant storage and transfer is an important technology area for
SBOTV.
The configurations and masses of the SBOTV and GBOTV become very
similar when the penalties are added in, the major difference being the r!
maintenance provisions, in their most efficient modes of operation, both
depend heavily on the space station. The GVOTV Is used in two sizes and
payloads are mated to the vehicles on-orbit. A reusable shroud must be
developed to return GBOTV's if a Shuttle derivative vehicle is used. The
advantage of space-basing lies In more efficient use of the launch vehi-
cle. Since most of the mass going to LEO is 0TV propellant, and the
launches to deliver the SBOTV propellant are generally mass limited,





• SBOTV REMAINS ON4)RBIT GEO




/ _ jf •SOC OPERATIONS KEY ISSUES
• • MAINTENANCE PROVISIONS TO ENSURE
FLIGHT READINESS
• OiFFERENCE IN FLIGHT PERFORMANCE





















_,f_,/ I _ (DEBRIS (LOAOSAND
• GROUNDBASED _ _ PROTECTION) OUMPENOTV
• LAUNCtlLOADS
ONLY .,/j ...... $˜ € WO• P(O)• OJN ONEFLIGHT
• SHELLBODY _1 I _ • 24MilkALUM IQUIV





., Clla_ACT£1USTI(_ OF'Gl£ AND GIE SANDIViCI!NF..Et_
TO lie; A'$7'AIILISII£D


















I 2 $ 4 6 | 7 O • 10
MISSIONNUMBER
ASSUMESOTVHM FUNCTIONED8UCCEmFULLYTOSTARTOIeNik MImlON






LEVELOFSPACE EARTHRETURN MA&$IMPACT MAmTTIMEP4R_
MAINTENANCE IND.OFMISSIONS) (kl| [_:>, , (PERUNIT|
• NONE 1.0• - -
• ACSTHRUSTERMODULES 4.76 t| 1.0
• PLUSFUELCELLS 1P.38 11 4.0
• PLUSMAiNENGINES 11.1 104 7.0




:_F nN rJRnlr 3MINT. IS IIIfP._T_'FI.T:¢'IfTI*KAfF.TilOt)T_ ,ISRflRF.RF.AflfNI:_,$
II, IN_,IR II'tplll.I) IlK Ilr.Nr.lTCl,lL
_.. NIl Kt:Y _'F.CIINfll.rhr;t'I$,_frF.'._... b_'AIf).%'$TR,tTIt)N IS NF..CI:',_.ARY
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TRANSFER _ TRANSFER _ _ PROPELLANT
• OOILOFF • SQCCHILLQOWN • BOILOFF • OTV CfllLLOOWN * V V
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lANK
S0C STORAGE TANK TANK SET urIPILIZATION PROP. FLOWIKll
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+ CAPACITY SgQQOKi• I _O 1/_ F l !
OF LO21LII2 S 40 0 F ._q_u_ LOSSES
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OTVBASING_DE IMPACTONSOC
_ SPACEoTvBASED
• HANGAR • HONE, UNLESS OTV • 4 (ONE FOR EACH OTY)
STAYS AT BASE MORE THAN
_ •DEBRIS PROTECTION 3 DAYS (DEBRIS PROTECTION) • ONLY ONE tilTH MAIN-
' TENANCE CAPABILITY
: _ • MAINTENANCE CAPAB.
i
:-_" • MAINTENANCE CAPADo • NONE • SCHEDULED & UNSCHED,
' _ • CHECKOUT CAPAB, • OTV/PAYLOAD • OTV
• OTV/PAYLOAD
• • REFUELING • HONE • (2) $2 MT TANK SETSAND ALL ASSOCIATED
PLUMBING & CONTROL
_. SYSTEMS
', • DOCKINfl PORTS • 0TV (3) e OTV {4)
• PAYLOADS (3) • TANKEH (I)
i . PAYLO_mS(3)
• HANDIJHG (MATING) • OTV/OTV (ll) • OTV/OTV (!1)
PROVI SIONS FOR: • OTVIPAYLOA9 (135) • OTV/PAYLOAD (102)
: O OTVIRECOVERY VEHICLE (193) • OTV/RECOV, VEH (6}






INSUFFICIENT STS IORRITERI FLIGHTS (OR SPACEWITHIN OROITEfll TO RETURN OTV ELEMENTS
• 72 ORBITER FLIGHTS • t82 Gfl DTV:S
• 100 TANKleR$ FOR SBUTV
oMDST COST EFFECTIVE CARGO LAUNCH VEliICLE DOES NOT HAVEIIETURN CARGO CAPABILITY
OPTION___.SS SELECTED OPTmq
eGG OTV • REUSABLE PAYLOAD SYSTEM (RI_|
lI DEDICATED LAUNCH VEHICLES ENGINE
ISTS GROWTH) DOORS-,
21 SDV WITH REUSABLE PIL SYS 1_---23.57m _ __
• So OTV .. _ .
I) EXPENDABLE TANKER
21 SDV WITH REUSABLE PAYLOAD _ E.T.SY$ lllPSl
• PAYLOAD REDUCED TO 60 MT
4 ZI DDTE &lOOM
:_ I.IR(;F. t,'C'll_" C;I'Cl(jlot:R..II'I(_,'_,$SU(;(;I:Si" _.'.I'TL'NSIVI': _ leEUS..IBL_."PAYI.O41) $YSTI_'AI
Itl: .rUifN I )I'JL;I(.i17(,'A:+; I$"Hr.'h* i"I:'CIINOLOGY
0TVLAUHCHAHDPAYLOADOPERATIONS
• 182 OTV FLIGHTS
SGV LAUNCHES OTVIPAYLOAO MATINGS
20O - lee D:_
_-" INCLUDES 58 200LAUNCHES EACH WITH








GO OtV OBOTV SOorv GO OTV GO OTV SOOIV
(I SlZEI i2 SiZESt II SIZE| 12SlZESI
_lP,(;11 (Jl'Y ('O.V('/:I'/" IIIPH()I'I.'I) II'III:'N IP,_INGIIIY) ,_11.._.'$'





THE FOLLOWINCI STATEMENTS ARE MADE ASSUMING A GROUND BASED REUSABLE LO2/LH 2 OTV WITH AERO
ASSISTCAPABILITY AS THE POINT (1F DEPARTURE FOR FUTURE OTV'S
• NO CLEAR CUT WINNER - - - VERY DEP'_NDANT ON EXISTING LAUNCH VEHICLE AND SPACEBASE
• CONFIGURATION. DESIGN FEATURES AND PERFORMANCE VERY SIMILAR
v S0 (1_ DOES PROVIt)E COST 3ENEFITS, ADDITIONAL FLEXIBILITY AND MORE RAPID GEO ACCESS FOR AN
ADVtINCED SPACESCENARIO INVOLVING SHUTTLE DEBIVATUI_E VEHICLES AND SOC
.-. 0 OTV ACCELERATED TECHNOLOGY TENDED TO IMPROVE SB OTV'S MORE THAN GB OTV BUT IN EITHERCASE IMPROVEMENT WAS SMALL
• ACCELERATED TECttNOLOGY WOULD BE BENEFICIAL FOR SB OTV PROPELLANT STORAGE/TRANSFER
(REI)UCE LOSSESFROM 12 TO 4%)
• LAUNCH SYSTEM EMPLOYED tS SINGLE MOST DOMINATING FACTOR - - - ADDITION OF SHUTTLE DERIVATIVE
CARGO LAUNCH VEHICLE |SDCLV} SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCES TRANSPORTATION LCC
• OTV/TANKER RETURN NEEDS ARE KEY CONSIDERATION IN LAIJNCH SYSTEM SELECTION
• MISSION MODEL COULD HAVE 50% REDUCTION OF 100% GROWTH AND NOT ALTER BASING MODE RESULTS
BECAUSE LAUNCH VEHICLE SELECTION WOULD REMAIN THE SAME
• SPACE OASEOOTV IMPACT ON SOCAPPEARS ACCEPTABLE - - -CREW OF 2.3. 30% DUTY CYCLE; HANGAR
• A SPACEBASE WILL HAVE A VALUABLE ROLE WITH HYBRID G8 OR SBOTV'S
%
• MOST SIGNIFICANT NEW TECHNOLOGY ISSUES FOR FUTURE OTV'S INCLUDE:
• SPACE t)EDRIS PROTECTION
• REFUELING
_,|,_ $1Jt)l"l'._ ('/IN I'lt¢,_l'll)r It#:DII('KI) ('f).TT AND I111"R01"£"tiI'I'R,tl.I..f;l:llr't: 7"RIh'RI'f)RI:.I TItlNOI'I'R,I TitP/v._"










OENYER DiViSiON POST OFFICE DOX I10 Orr.NVEI_. COLOf_L_OO 1102Q1
Emphasis in this panel's deliberations was primarily on (1) issues germane to
the large-area systems, such as deployment, altitude, orbit transfer, and on-orbit
operation; (2) issues strongly propulsion oriented, such as the orbit transfer
vehicle and the auxiliary propulsion systems; and (3) programmatic issues.
The principal discussion associated with-large area systems for the late 1980's
and early 1990's concerned the question of LEOversus GEOdeployment. This issue is
a significant driver on propulsion requirements for an orbit transfer vehicle and
is closely associated with concerns for reliability of yet untested systems and
concepts.
It was concluded that early systems would be deployed at LEO. This deployment
would be near the Shuttle, but sufficiently remote to avc,id interaction with the
Shuttle. Hence, the Shuttle Remote Manipulator System (RMS) would not be involved
in early demonstration activities. The panel noted the pressing need for a Tele-
operator Maneuvering System (TMS) and recognized the potential of the Manned
Maneuvering Unit (MMU). However, it was generally agreed that man's role in the
actual deployment would be minimal. His principal role would be as an observer,
particularly for sequentially deployed systems, and that activity would normally be
observation from the aft flight deck to control and/or provide information to assist
in future designs. Man's role in deployment assistance or repairs would have to be
extremely simple and would have to satisfy complex personnel safety requirements.
In order to proceed into the LSS age, a number of LEO versus GEO trade studies
would have to be performed. These includea study of load capabilityduring launch,
deployment,orbit transfer,and operation. Recognizably,these capabilitylevels
vary significantlyfrom the very high launchvibrationloads to operationalforces
developedprincipa!1yfrom thermal influences. AlthoughLEO deploymentwas clearly




subsystems such as solar panels with satisfactory reliability, Trade studies to
determinewhich appendagescould be reliablydeployed at altitudeshouldbe per-
formed. Anothertrade study suggestedby the panel dealt with anticipatedrequire-
mefltsfor deploymentassistance,repair,and checkout.
Followingdeploymentat low Earth orbit, issuesassociatedwith orbit transfer
must be addressed. One of the suggestedstudiesdeals with the questionof central
versus distributedpropulsion,which was well paraphrasedas "Wheredo you push on
it?" It was generallyagreedthat the many advantagesof distributedpropulsionhad
attendanthurdlesbut that the technologywas manageable. In order to subsequent1_
addressthe questionof the nature of the orbit transfervehicle, it is essentialto
establishacceptablethrust-accelerationlevelsfor varioustypes of payloadsys-
tems. The behaviorof the system during transferthroughthe Van Allen belts and
the time-dependenthazardsto varioussubsystemswere iaentifiedas studiesre-
quiringattention. Additionally,the needs to providecontrol during transferwere
recognized.
During on-orbitoperatlonservicing,resupplyand capabilityto updatewere
identifiedas major systemsconcernsrequiringtrade studies. Other considerations
requiringstudy includeintegrationof auxillaryrequirementsinto the structural
system,particularlywith respectto volume,weight,center of gravity,and support;
system operatlonalrequirements;control-systeminteractionswith the auxiliary
propulsionsystem;and servicing-vehicleneeds.
Discussionof Space OperationsCenter (SOC) type systemsfor the 1990's identi-
fied that the needs will be governedby the transitionfrom early deployablesto the
abilityto erect and ultimatelyto constructStructuresin space. It was agreed
that operationalneeds have not yet been addressed.
Propulsionorientedissues addressedby the panel were (I) orbit transfer
vehicles,and (2) auxiliarypropulsionsystems. Discussionof the orbit transfer
vehiclefor the late 1980's addressedwhetherthe propulsionsystem should be cryo-
genic, storable,or possiblyelectric,as well as the requiredthrust level and the
questionof reusableversusexpendablevehicles. The panel agreed that the packaged
lengthof the stage should be as small as possibleand that to satisfythe projected
need date, developmentshould start immediately. It was concludedthat there would
be only a single new OTV to serve LSS and other spacecraftrequirements.
Auxiliarypropulsionsystem discussionrevolvedaround the questionof chemical
versus electricsystems. Considerationsof significancewere attitude,shape,
stationkeeping, and desaturation. An importantfeatureof APS was deemed to be
evolutionarycapabilityor the growth of the system as a functionof time.
A discussionof programmaticissuesconcludedthat the need exists for a better
understandin_of realisticcapabilityand schedule. The overallconclusionsof the
panel were that an integratedlarge space systems/propulsionapproachis essential
and that improveddialogue betweenthese two communitiesis mandatory. They also
concludedthat the LSS communityneeds to establishpropulsiondevelopmentrequire-
















ANTENNASTO DEVELOPA SYSTEMDESIGNANDSUBSYSTEMREQUIR£MENTS.EARLYIN THE
STUDYIT BECANEVIDENTTHATTHEFOCUSMISSIONSANDTHEGENERICANTENNASNOULD
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LI_S CONFIGURATIONSTUDY OF POOR QUALITY
HISSIONIEOUINTS
• Fm!OUENCY-- 821 -_ 851 I 2650_. 2590liltz iJPLINK
855 _, 876 I 2550.* 2_90_lz I)ONIILIflK
• BE/_ITO_AII ISOLATION-- 25dB GOAL
i_ • BENINII)iH-- o.q -_ 0.50 NGtlIftALLY
® HiI_BEROFUSERS-- 250,000NOMINALLY
, _ • USERDISTRIBUTION-- POPULATIONPENSITYRELATED(WITHYOX)
• COVERAGE-- CONUS
'" • POLARiZATloll -- CIRCULAR
_ •POINTING-- (ABSOLUIE_0,10°, STABILITY-41).03°)
( •OI_IT -- 6EOSYHCAT1100LONGi:
!_ • LAUNCHYEAR,1995j VEHICLE,SHUTTLEjLIFETI_, 10YEARS\
_'_ •COMPATIBILITYHITHATTCELLULARSYSTEH-- YESl
_, tlHOBILEG/T -- -20 -,,,,-25 de
• BASESTATIOHG/T -- 1lob
t, THEGOALOF TII£ STUDYIS NOTTOCOMPARETHETHOCONCEPTS.BUTTHEPARTICIPANTS
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OF POOR QLJALITYSS METEROFFSETHRAPRIB CONCEPT
Thts is a preliminary cooflguratlon of an offset wrap rib reflectOr
spacecraft capable Of rel_y|ng radio messagesto land m0611eunits
throughout the continental _tted States. |t ts tntonded to service
untts such as ambulances, police cars, taxis -- In essenceall radio
dispatched vehicles, its posttlon tn geosynchrenousorbtt Jvotds
present radio Interferences causedby t_11 buildings, htllS, and other
factors. |t 4s one of numerousconcepts for extending current SPace
technology modefeaStble by the Space Shuttle. The Spacecraft Is
s!znd for a stngle Shuttle launch and s IO-year 1Ire beg|nnln9 In the
'1( mld-1990'S.
The lon9 boompaints at the earth'S center, whtch IS up and to the
left. The shorter, vertical boomat the right points up to the north
Supportln9 the antenna reflector. The large panel at the left Is
the ultra-high-frequency feed. It and the SSmeter dlametor wtre
meshreflector are anslled to l_otnt at the Center of the IJntted
States near KansasCI_y. Hulttple beamsemannt|ng from the feed
nel ere arranged to cover oll contiguous 48 states with a Potential
n the design for communtcat|Onwith Alaska, Howe11and parts ofCanada.
I_Jor contributors tO developmentof thts configuration are:
S_stemDestgn The Boeing AerospaceCO.
14rapRtb Destsln LockheedHti_|le & SPaceCo.(UHFReflector/Boom)
RFSubSystem Oet Propulsion Laboratory
Contrels Subsystem Jet PrOpulsion Laborstory




LHSSNRAPRIB ORIGINAL PA_ i_
HEIGHTSTATEPIEflT OF' POO|t QU,'_LITY
TIlE llEIGHTSTATEMENTFOR1ttELATEST#RAPRIB L_S I;ONFIGURMIONiS SHONN
OELOM. IT SHOULDBE NOTEDIlIAT Tile WEIGHTSARENOTGROUPEDBYSUBSYSTEH,
BUTBY LOCATION.TIlls HASOONEPURPOSELYTO II_LENENIHASSPROPERTIESDETER-
MINATION. A SUBSYSTEMBREAKDONNA DREDISTRIBUTIONOFCONTINGENCYHEIGHTS
HILL BE HAUETOREFLECTSUBSYSTEMREQU|RE_r!TS.
I
l Ti:M NT_ L,.._..._B
6 S i, UHFEFLECTOR& O00NATTACH 740
2. UHFO0014-omo& C_LE 90
3. UHFBOOH-INBO6 CABLE 210
4. S-OANOO00M& IEFLECTOR 151
6. S-OANDFEED 255
6. LIIF FEEO 2667
,. ,, ,,o
I I /u4 I'I']*_,_I/F_LI.I III /% ;%
9. REACTIONHNEELS- INBO 681
,11 10. CONTROLEQUIP& SENSORS- BUS
2 12. TANKAGE,FUEL, l THRUSTERS-INBD 16gl
13. SOLARPANELS 367
14. _QLARPANELHASTi NEON 110
*Z 15. BATTERIES& POllERCOND 288
.__ 16. BUSSTRUCT,CABLING.T/C, & CAGE 850
+X TOTAL 9027
ì-143
..................... '............. i ........... _" v.......... .................................................................................................................................................
O0000002-TSE05
!





THELHSSSPACECRAFTHILL BE POSITIONEDONORBITAT 1100 NESTLONGITUDi_
HITH THEHAINBOONPOINTEDAT THEEARTH'SCENTER(EQUATOR).THEANTENNA
BORESIGHTIS RAISED60 ABOVETHEBOOMTOPOINTTO THELATITUDEOF KANSAS
CITY. THE10 POINTINGCORRECTIONTO THEEAST(TO POINTTO KANSASCITY)








VIEHFliOHEARTH OF POOr QUALITY ]
1
TIlE WRAPRID LI_S AS VlEHEDFIiOMEARTHIS SIIOHNROTATEDgOO. IHE N-S AXIS OF
TIlESPACECRAFTRUNSIN TIlE LONGDIRECTIONOF V|ENN|iH TIlE UIlF REFLECTORTO














THE LAUNCHCONFIGURATIONIS CONSTRAINEDBY THE 100" OIN_TER DYRAMICENVELOPE
'' HITHiN TilE SHUTTLECARGOBAYANDTHE LENGTHOF BAYAVAILAOLEAFTER INSTALLING
i AN APPROPR|ATESIZED ORBIT TRANSFERSTAGt. FROMTIlE HEIGHT STATEMENTA
9,000 LB. CAPABILITYTRANSFERSTAGEIS REqUiRED. THE PRIME CONFIGURATION
\ DRIVERN;TH RESPECTTO STOWINGTile SPACECRAFTIN THE SHUTTLEIS THE UIIF FEED.
THE FEEDMUST6E FOLDEOIN fi SECTIONS(THUS COMPLICATINGTHE FEEDSTRUCTURE
AND RF CIRCUITRY) ANDEXTENDSOVER805 OF THE LENGTH. THIS REQUIREDTHAT
i
! THEBOOMCROSSECTIOHDE REDUCEDFROMTHEMAXIMUM"PACKADABLE"SIZE OF 120"
TO 95". AS SHO_NIN THE SIDE VIEH, THESPACECRAFTBUS (FEED END) IS
ATTACHEDTO THE TRANSFERVEHICLE ANDTHE LHSSCANTILEVEREDFROMTHE INTER-
FACE. THESECONDARYATTITUDE CONTROL_.Q_iPMENTIS SHOHNMOUNTEDIN THE
i DEPLOYMENTCAGEAOaACENTO THE UHF REFLECTOR.
IIIImliO
t OZekOVm.NV_
. i . _ Irdl_ClOItAII'IIUnr $EHSOR"% W'IBOAAD
_ lAY s_ I EPLOYH[#I_ UliF
..L,D......• _,...... • , --• _ '- "' ._-,--ri-_-_-"_ J '-'1 ,, "%.11--- , '|
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IN CAR60BAY OF POOR QUr,_LITY
Tile OVERALLSTONAGEOFTile HRAPRID LI_S IS SIIONN. 11tESTONEDLENGTUOF
460" FITS EASILYH|THIN Tile CARGODAY. ASSUMING'[tiE 9,000 LB. CAPACITY
TRANSFERVEIIICLEREQUIRES216" THEREIS A 44" CLEARANCE.IN ADDITION,TIIERE
IS A POTENTIALOF SIiORTENINGTHEHRAPRID LHSSBY ANADDITIONAL40" TO44*' '_
BYREDUCINGTile LARGEDIAHETER(CENTER)OFTHELONGITUDINALSTRUTSFROH4"







TltE CONFIGURATIONFTIlE LHSSADJACENTOTHEREFLECTORllUB IS SltOHN
ONTitIS cIIART. POiNTII_GCONTROLOF THEDEPLOYEDUIIFREFLECTORIS NOTSIIOHN
OUTRAYDE REQUIRED.THESECONDARYATTITUDECONTROLEQUIPMENTIS LOCATED
AS SHOWN.
VECTOR_ ' I ,





,, / VECTORSUHFREFLECTOR OPPOSITE










APPEI'IDAGESTOWAGE ORIGINALPACK I_OF POORQUALITY
_, S _, __t_ t
__/-,V,.-_


















SOLARPANELDEPLOY_NT _, POO_ QUALITY
SIIOtINIS TIlE PROPOSEOSOLARPANELDEPLOYMENT.A TIME LINE FORTItIS IN TIlE
OVERALLOEPLOYMENTSEQUENCEItAS NOTBEENESTAULISIIED. IT APPEARSTOlie AN
INOEPENI)ENTEVENTTHATCANBESEQUENCEDAT TItEMOSTDESI_BLE TIME. 'IllE
OEPLOVEDSOLARPANELSHILL REQUIRE"UNItlNDING"ONCEA DAYTO PRECLUDE
CABLE11lISTING. THiS MAYTAKEUPTO 30 MIN. TO ACCOMPLISH(A TIME EQUIVALENT
TO TItEMAXIMUMSHADOWINGTOBE EXPERIENCED).









TIlE FACEOF THEFEEDVIEHINGTIlE 55 HETERREFLECTORIS SIIOHN. THEREARE134
INDIVIOUALPLANARARRAYS(07 TO COVERCOHUSAND47 AROUNDTIlE PERIPHERYTO
PROVIDETile REQUIREDRF DEAHISOLATION). TIlE FEEDIS 5,9 H X 11.4 M X .OlD H
ANDi_EIGIIS1212 KG (2667 LOS), IN ADDITIONTOTHEPLANARFEEDS.EACHFEED
SEGHENTHASA PASSIVETHERHALRADIATORATTACIIEDTO DISSIPATEHEATPRODUCED
• DY THEHIGHPOkiERAHPLIFIERS(ABOUT_OOOkt TOTAL), TIlE ACTUALAREAREQUIRED
IS ONLYTHEPLANARARRAYSANDRAOIATORS.TO FACILITATETHESTRUCTURALDESIGN











TIlE PROPOSEDI IIRUSTERLOCATIONSARESHONNONTills CIIARY. 10 ItAVi_111_IIIH_TERS
iN Till:USUALORIENTATION(ALONGPRIRARYAXES) IS NOTPRACTICALFORTills CONFIG-
URATION. TIlE RESULTIS THRUSTERPLUI_ ANDT¢IRUSTIHPINGEftENTONHOSTRADIATING
ANDSTRUCTURALI_HOERS. IT HASDECIDEDIlIAT A 300 IlALFCO_ SHOULDESCRIBE
TIlE PLIWEANDWEWOULDUSEA 450 CENTERLINECLEARANCE.RIGID AOIIERANCETO THIS
RESULTSIN CANTINGTHETHRUSTERSAT Tile SPACECRAFTBUS(FEEDA_EA)40 Ire !11E Y
PLANETOCLEARTHEFEED. (Tills RAYDE ¢ItANGEDURINGDETAILDESIGN.) OURING
DEPLOYHENT(STONEDPACKAGECONFIGURATIONSEPARATEDFROHTIlE TRANSFERVEHICLE)
1110SETSOFTHRUSTEItSAREOPERABLE:(1) TIlE +Z SETOF4 TIIRRSTERSAS SHONNIAND
(2) THESETOF4 THRUSTERSFROHTHECENTEROFTHE55 H REFLECTORNHIONMILL OE


















_ I.HSS- HOOPCOLUMNCONFIGURATION or_!p._. F,_E |_
OF POORQUALITY
THEEVOLUTIONOF TIlEHOOPCOLUMNIS SIIONN. TO gATETHETRENDItA$ BEENTO
: IMPROVETIlEDESIGN.SIIORTENTHESTONEDLENGTHANDREDUCETHENEIGttTN|TH
EACHREVISEDCONFIGURATION.THESTONEDLENGTHANDNEIGtlTAREliONHITIilN







=l I DuN ] JUL I AUG I SEP I OCT J NOV I
/ s-zeAT IIARRIS
i CONFIGURATION I
I •P,_,.Z,.TA] " , 2
_f STONEDLiiGTH (iN) 463 ,L412 38S
7-zi
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OF pOORQUALITY 120 NETERH00PCOLUNNCONCEPT
This ]s a preliminary concept Of a quad a_rture reflector spacecraft
capable of relaying radio meSsageSto 1sail mobile units throughout
the United States. It IS Intended tO _ert_Ice units such as ambul-
ances, poltce cars, taxis -- in essence any radio dispatched vehicles.
_ Its postttOn In 9eosynchronouSorbit avoids present radio Inter-
ferences causedoy tel1 buIidtngs, hills, and other factors. It Is
.... one of numerousconcepts for extending current space technology made
_ feasible by the Space Shuttle. The Spacecraft fs Sized for a stn91e
Shuttle launch end a IO-year life beglnnfng in the mld-lg90's.):
The centre1 columnpoints at the center of "the Unltod States near
*, KansasCity. FJch of the four feed panels at the upper left projects
:;, a multiple beampattern onto Its assigned q_adrant on the large,
i l molybdenum eshreflector. There are upllnk and downlInk feeds forboth the eastern end western halves of the country° The radio beams
are arranged to cover ell contiguous 48 states with • potential
In the design for comn_ntcatIonwith Aiaska. HOwa44o and parts of
i Canada.
i Major contributors to the developmentof th|s configuration are:
Systembestgn 1he Boeing AerospaceCo.
HoopColunmDesign The Harris Corp.
RFSubsystem General Electric
Contrnls Subsystem Jet Propulsion LabOratory













THIS SECTIONALSIDEVIEH TIIROUGttTHEHOOPCOLUMN-S PLANESIt(MSTire
OVERALLSIZE OFTHESPACECRAFT.THEREFLECTORIS ABOUT120 METERSIN
DIAMETER,ANDTHECOLUMNI CLUDINGS-BANDFEEDAND-Z BUSIS 97 M.












) HESHI WLES q05
INSULATION (2_i6)
qA n.lo +ZB_S ]_
•, qB PILl,"ZGDS 2)
qC MLI, HOOP 180
S-BAHDASSY. (385)
5 S-BANDREFLECI'OR&BOOH 130
6 S-BANDFEED,_ COAXES 255
UItFFEEDS,ELECTROIll(_ (2267)
7 FEEDS(INCLUDESSTRUCT,,¢, CABLING) 2060
8 ELECTRONICS( ELEflETRY)_ 207
ELi[(:.POllERSUBSYSTER (891)
9A +ZSOLARPANELS,BOORS,_CHANISltS 378
9B "Z SOLARPNiELS,OO01tS,_CIIANISItS 185
IOA *Z BATIERIES,,PONERO)NDEQUIP, 235
lOB -Z MTIERIES,PON[RCONDEQUIP. 93
I;_ITI_L.SUbSYSIE# (_1_9) a
1_ +ZREACTIONNiEELS& SENSORS,ELECTROltlCS q97
l]B -Z REACTIONNHEELS& _.IISORS,ELECTROflICS 2qo
12A +ZTANKAGE,,GAS,THRDS1ERS 1399
]2B -Z TANKAGE,GAS,THRUSTERS 953 +i
++_ 12C HOOPIIOIJHIEDTANKAGE,GAS,THRUSRRS 350
BUSSTRUCTURE (q30) i
I)A +ZOIlSSTRUCTUI[ 280
1)8 -Z BUSSTRUCTURE 150
ELEC.CABLING(EXCEPTRF) I HIS(;. (1911)












A VIEHOF THEQUAD-APERTUREHOOPCOLUMNIS SHOHNLOUKIN_FROMTHEEARTH
ATTHEUHFREFLECTOR.THEFOURSLIGHTLYELLIPTICALSPOTSAREiltE























THIS CHARTSHOMSAN ISOHETRICOF THESTOWEDHOOPCOLUMN.1]tEATTACItHENT
TO THETRANSFERVEHICLEIS AT THE „ BUS.
FEEDPANEL S-BAND__. ..-Z SOLAR
ENVELOPE FEED _ _/PANELS









THESTOI4EDCONFIGURATION|S CONSTRAINEDBY TilE 160" OlAflETEROF TIlE CARGO
BAYANDTHE LENGTHAVAILABLEAFTERINSTALLINGAN APPROPRIATESIZED
ORBIT T_,_,SFER STAGE. FROHTHE HEIGHT STATEHENTAN 11,000 L6.
CAPABILITY TRANSFI_RSTAGEIS REQUIRED. THEREAliE THREECONFIGURATION
DRIVERSWITH RESPECTTO THE HOOPCOLUI_ILAUNCHCONFIGURATION:
' (I) DIAHETERREQUIREDTO STOHTHE4 FEEDARRAYS; (2) THE LENGTHREQUIRED
FORTHEHOOFCOLUHNHEHBERSPLUS THE +Z AND-Z BUSSES;AND (3) THE
LENGTHREQUIREDFORTHE S-BANDFEEDBOOM. AT THIS TINE ALL FIT, RUT
THERARGINORPOTENTIALFORGRGHTHOR REDUCINGTHESIZE OF THE LAUNCH
CONFIGURATIONIS SLIGHT. ASSUHINGTHE 12,OO0 LB. CAPABILITY TRANSFER
STAGEHASA LENGTHOF 324", THEREIS ONLY11" CLEARAKCEIN THE LENGTH
OF THE SHUTTLECARGOBAY.
jr- PnELOAO_CTIOHSOLM
/ / /- ¢OLnSECTIONS/ _ooeMMIED
lIG I --% \ I CABLEIlLS
\ SO_a
1i1-1--"_ _ _' \_us
•" _1_ qmL-- _'. " _ _--/ ""-"
..... ; _________:_..__,.'."
A-A _- S-BANDFEED FEED _SIMINT
_ )95" STSCAR50BAYENVELDPE'
159
-_--._._:_ ...,. ....... ,.......
O0000002-TSF07
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TilE HOOPCOLUflNLMSS/TRANSFERSTAGEVEIIICLECOMESIIITHIN 11" OF FILLING



















THIS CHARTSHONSTHEDEPLOYEDELEMENTSM TIlE FEEDEfiO(+Z BUS)OFTHE
COLUMN.THESUBSEQUENTCHARTSIN Tills SERILSSHOHCROSSECTION$I THE
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SOLAR_ L------- 159.)5" __ Z59.35""PANEL q,o5fl q.o$H ,;,,.
S-BAND DOHHLIHKttEST_ 2).7715" .j_,4





LHSSIIOGP£OLUHN ORIGINhL pJ:_G_iS !
PROPOSEDTIIRIISTERLOCATIONS OF pOOR QUALITY.
TIlE PROPOSEDLGCATIONFOR ATTITUDE CONTROLTttRUSTERSIS StlOHN. THE
HOOPCOLUMNCONFIGURATIONIS ESSENTIALLYSYMMETRICALALONGTIlE COLUHN
AXIS HITIt TIlE CG DISPLACEDSLIGHTLY IN TIlE +Z DIRECTION. DUE TO ITS
GEOMETRYITHEREARE FEWERPRODLEMSWITH RESPECTTO PLUMEIMPINGEHENTON
ADJACENTMEMRERS. AN AREA OF CONCERNIS PITCH CONTROl.OF TttE UItF
REFLECTOR. TIlE TENSION T]ES TO TIII_ IIOOP IN TIlE FORMOF TIlE QUARTZ
AND GRAPHITEEPOXYCA_LE%DOHOT PROVIDEANY APPRECIABLETORSIONAL
STIFFNESS. AT THIS TIME THE CONTROLSGROUP(,IPL) ANO TIlE IIOOP COLUMN
OESIGIY'RS(THE HARRIS CORP.) ARE EXAMININGPLACI;_iG8"PAIRS OF THRUSTERS
ON THE PERIPHERYOF THE HOOPTO PROVIDECONTROLCAPABILITY OF THE
REFLECTOR.
PITCH







PRIMARY _ _ $TABIL]ZING
'I'Z ' \ ..,I"_ _-- THRUSTER THRUSTERS
TO KANSAS "- "_ PLANES B PAIRS






TIlE DEPLOYEI)HOOPCOlIJMNLH_ ]5 %HOHNItELAI'IVETOTIlE SEATTLEKItlGOOHE
(SPORTSSTADIUH),ALTIIOII_IIT EKINGDOHE]_ A LARGESTADIIJH,HE HOIII.D
IIAVETO RAISETIIEROOF "40 X OltOIG A DEEPIIOLEIN THE CENTEROf"TIIEFO(}TRALL
FIELD TOlie ABLETO DEPLOYTIlE ttO13PCOLIIMNLH-_5II'.ISIOE. its FAR/IS HE KNOWI









i AS A RESULTOF TIlEIIORK£ONI)UCTEOI0 DATETItEREARESEVERALAREASi
: OF CONCERN.THESEVARYFROMHAVINGA SLIGtlTADVERSEFFECT
_i, (INCREASEDHEIGttT)TO EVENTSilIAT CANSCRUBTIIESEMISSIONSAS
NONCONCEIVED(NO TRAHSFERVEtlICLENITIt COMPATIBLESIZE AND
PERFOIIHANCE).PEIOIAPSTIlE HOSTSIGNIFICANTOF THESEIS PLANNEDi










_'_'_ 216"504°' IS/C LENGTH
I 9000 LBS
_-- 515" __204"
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' THE PROPOSEDFEED FOE TIlE H_P RIB LHSS IS SNOHN,GUTTHE TECHNOLOGY
DEVELOPMENTREQUIREDAPPLIES TO THEIlOOPCOLUMNFEEDANDPARTIALLYTO
THE S-BANDFEEDSFORBOTH. THEREIS A IIIGH DEGREEOF CONFIDENCETHAT
THE CONCEPTSPROPOSEDANDTIlE HORKACCOHPLISHEDHILL LEADTO VIABLE
DESIGNSOLUTIONS. BUT THECRITICALITY OF THE FEEDSIZE, HEIGHT, IIINGING,
i PACKAGINGANDPERFOP.HANCEHITll RESPECTTO THE TOTALSYSTEMCANNOTBE
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T / DIPLEXERE_ _ GROUNDPLANE .HEIGHT
• THERMALCONTROL
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_SS WRAPRIB g HOOPCOLUHH
SOLARPANELOCATIONS
THESIZE ANDPACKAGINGCONSTRAINTSOF BOrn LMSSCONCEPTSSEEMTOREQUIRE
PARTICULARSOLARPANELPLACEMENTTHATDOESNOTPROVIDECONTINUOUSSUN
ILLUMINATION.AT THEEQUINOXTHEPANELSHILL DE IN ANECLIPSECONDITION







N • SOLARPANELSTO BE LOCATEDNEARPRIMEUSER
• THESEEARTH HILL ENCOUN11ER
-_ PANELSHADOHPO_NTzNGSATELLrrEs SOLAR
_- SHAMED













NONEOF THESEPOSESA SIGNIFICANTPROBLEH.A POTENI'IALSTRUCTURALPRODLEH












LARGESIZE RESULTIN A NEEDTOCONTROLBOTHENDSOFTHECONFIGUt,,_TION.











_ •RUST CONTROLSPACECRAFTFROPILACEHENTONORBITTUROUGNDEPLOYHENTA D
! OPERATIONALLIFE (ORDERSOFMAGNITUDE£IIAH5EIN INERTIAPROPERTIES)
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A rigid body analysis of a baseline Large Space System (LSS) which
is to function as a radiometer Is presented. The L$S is placed in
circular orbit about the Earth at an altitude of 650_n, subjected
to environmental and vehicle $_teraction forces and torques, without
'4
an active control system of any type on board. The environment forces
and torques are gravity gradient, solar radiation, and aerodynamic.
Normal operation is in nadir pointlug alont the Z-local vecClcal axis.
Orbital velocity is assigned to the x-axis o£ the spacecraft. The
analysis is then used to demonstrate the ability or lack of the gravity
gradient torques to stabilize the LSS over one complete orbit. Thei
i results generated by the analysis can then be used to size an active
control system consisting of thrusters, momentu_ exchange devices, or




• conJunetlonvr_th gravity gradlenC torques that would be required for alclcude
control and _taclOnkeeplng.
=!' The baseline LSS which is an Electrostatieally Charged Membrane Mirror
, (ECMM) radiometer placed in an orbit at aU inclination an_le of 60
degrees. When this angle is added to the 23 degrefJ angle the Earth's
, equatorial plane makes with the ecliptic plane _t causes that orbit to
move through ± 83 degrees with respect to the sunline. For the purpose
of the analysis an inclination angle of 57 degrees was chosen thus making
the orbit move through ± 90 degrees and makes checking the computer
simulation results much easier. Shown in Figure 1 is the orbit plane
with respect to the inertial reference frame and the sunliue for various
beta angles. Figure 2 illustrates the spacecraft for a beta angle of
zero degrees for which there exists an occulaced region during the orbit.
Usin S the physical properties of the ECMMspacecraft and aerodynamic
model parameters as shown in Figures 3 and 4 respectively, in the rigid
body dynam/c model as shown in Figure 5, a co_puter simulation was
performed for one complet_ orbit for beta angles of 0, 45, and 90
degrees. The results Shown in Figures 6 through Figure 17 illustrate
! the various torques and anEular momentum as a function of the anomaly
! angle, which then will be used to size an active control system co
i
! malntain th_ altitude and stat_oukeeplng requirements of the spacecraft.
! Presented in Figure_ 18 and 19 is a summary of possible control torque





An analysis of the results concluded that momentum exchange devices
are not practical control _ctu_tors to be used on the E_qM. The facts
used co reach such a conclusion are as follows:
(1) The spacecraft would require a _tuimm. of two momentum exchange
devices per _xis, vrlth their _espec_ive sp_n vector_ aligned
opposite one another. The weight of uhe system becomes pro-
hibitive.
(2) For the case of _ = 90, there exists at the end of the orbit a
residual momentum of 1.64R6 x 103n-m-sec (1.2168 x 103ft-lb-sec).
(3) There does not exist for any time during the orbit an
occulated region which would be required in order to perform
a desaturation of the momentum control device.
(4) The size of the device was su=h that when it was attached to
the box ring tt_ss of the E_R4 spacecraft, the packaging problems
were such that the volume requirements of the Space Shuttle
cargo bay were exceeded.
(5) The average llfe of a momentum exchange device is in the order
of 3 years, which in the case of the EC._R_spacecraft the mission
time is I0 years, would require either a redundant system of
the devices or an orbital refurbishment every 3 years.
The entire control of the spacecraft now depends solely on the ;ame
form of thruster system. P_esented in Figure 20 and 21 are the candidates for
the microtnrusters that were considered for use as the active control
system. The magnitudes of the environmental forces and torques which




Considering only the flight-qualified and high-Isp thrusters, the
Pulse Plasma Thruster (PPT) and Mercury Ion Thruster (Hglon) were
selected as candidates co be used for the comparative analysis. The
basic d_fferences becween the PPT and HgIon systems are summarized
£n Fisure 24.
A comparison of the t_ao thruster systems which are considered for use
as the EC_ spacecraft altitude control system is presented in Figure 25.
Thrusters are to be positioned on the E_'_I structure to overcome the
external forces and torques. The uwz_m_ restoring torques are created
when the thrusters fire in a direction perpendicu_ar to the longest
loment arm. The _aximum force occurs when as mauy thrusters as possible
fire in the proper direction. Finally, the strength of the structure,
packaging considerations, and _rlring problems also have to be considered
_o deteru_ne the positions of the thrusters.
Due to these considerations, thrusters are placed on the lower ring
formed by the ECNH's box trusses, at locations 1 to 8 as shown in
Fisures 26 co lE Thrusters were put on the feed beam, positions 9
and IO, to stabilize the vehicle and to create more restoring torque.
The orbit transfer propulsion consists of four hydrtt_ine, blowdown,
monopropellanC thrusters. They are thro_tleable from 4.1 co 0_7 lb.
These thrusters provide the impulse required to transfer from the
deployment altitude of 2401_n to the operating altitude of 6_Olan. They
are in pa_rs for redundancy.
' 176
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The suggested propulsion systam con_ista of four space-qualified
_fl_-g-A-1 hydrazine thrusters produced by TRW and RCA. These thrunters
have an [ of about 220-230 a, Theae thruaters will be hard mounted
sp
on the upper rlng formed by the ECHM'a box _rus_es as shasta In Figures
26 to 28.
il
, The e.wpression defined by equation shown on the graph pre_ent in
).
Figure 28 is used In this form to evaluate the time to decay from one
): altitude to another. The accuracy in predicting orbit lifetime ia quite
5 good as long as the altitude increments used are frou 25 to 50kin.i
r The total orbit lifetime Is obtained by adding the A_s. Shoo_n in)
Figure 29 is At as plotted as a function of Ah, for the spacecraft
t shown in Figure 3. For the purpose of comparison0 the membrane
-!
material was _eplaced with a mesh umterial. Presented in Figure 30 are
) the values that were used to deter_ne At for a Ah equal to 50kin
) increments.
?
! There w£11 exist times during the mission, in the case of large orbit
) inclination angles, for which no occulted region exists. This case
I is illustrated in Figure 31. The i_clinatiou angle, as a function of
orbit altitude, will produce an occulted region.
Sho_m in Figure 32 is a plot of orbit inclination as a function of
orbit altitude. Orbits with no occulted region are subjected to
, continuou_ solar radiation pressure force and torque over a long period,
Thi_ presents d_fficult problen_ tn a momentu_ management scheme if
momentum exchange devices are con_"_ere_ for use in trying to compensate
/_ the torque due to solar radiation pressure.
111
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Pig.re I OrbitPlanewith Respectto theInertialReference
Frame andSu_,Lines
Sun Line XV Sun Line
Dire©lion of Flight
Y| XI
F[gure 2 Spacecraft Orbit for _ = 0 deg
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]_lp,.re ] IECMMSpacecraft Physical Dimensions and Properties
m
Box truss ring that supports
the membrane is omitted.
Mass_ 6800 kg
Ixx - 1.2.Ux 10G._g-m2
lyy- 1.210 _ 106 kgm2
Izz - 0.959 x 106kg.m2




P!pure 4 Aerodynamic Model O_tn Parameters
Geomelrlcshape ProJertedarea_ I)r_(Icoelllden;, l)tstanreIrem¢ in toc.p
tkjk) m2 CItjk ofresin:liveprojefled
areas, ILlt;pjklt, On
X y z
Cylinder All 1442 COIl 2.5 0 0 °23 78
Cylinder A21 14_? CU2! 2.5 0 0 o23.78
Flatc!rctdardisk A31 7850 CD)I 4.O 0 0 o23?8
FlatMale _12 28 COl2 4.0 0 0 76.8?
Flatplate /_22 28 CD22 4 (_ 0 0 7082






V'Lp_ute 6 Total Torque Components Versus Anomaly Angle,/1 =0 deg
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FIRure 7 MagnitudeofTotalTorq,e VersusAnomalyAngle./?=0 deg
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Figure 8 Momentum Components Versus Anomaly Angle
! in InertialFrame, p=0 deg
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Flgure i I Magnitude of Total Torque Components
Versus Anomaly Angle, /i = 45 deg
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Figure i 2 Momentum Components Versus Anomaly Angle
In Inertial Frame, 0 =45 deg
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Pil_Ure ! 3 MagnitudeofMomentumVersusAnomalyAngle
inInertial Frame, fl = 45 deg
Magnilmte of Momentum IIi, n m-_
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Ftl_ure 14 TotalTorqueComponentsVersusAnomalyAngle,
fi = 90deg
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PLRure | 5 MagnitudeofTotalTorqueVersusAnomalyAngle,
/I-: 90deg
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F/pure 16 Momentum Components Versus Anomaly Angle
in Inertial Frame, (1= 90deg
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[le,lric Ili91zsped|lieimpulse, Low-thrustoIziyh-I_wer re-
appl|cableto missions quiremenis
willl a long lilellnle.
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Torque Advantaqe Olsadvanlacje
_e(tuator
Momenhlmex(:llanzJe Ideal wllen (lislurhan(-esare (.',ross_:ouplingwitll the vehicle
devices;Reactionwlzeeh cy(:lir,with reslX,¢lIo an Inertial inolion to producetmdesirable
and CMG relerence frameand the secular torquestllal require comport-
component(biasIorqtlel is lotion. Requiresa desaturaUon
small. Couhl redme the size control lawsd_eme. Ntlmber
aml mlmbrr 0l tlwz0stersre required t:ould beprohibitiveIn
quired Ior the mission, terms ol size, weiqht, and power
required.
MagnellcIorquers Usedin coniun(:lion witll Mayllelie lieldol the Earth iS
momenhmmexellanqedevi¢:es lime-variant and slronqly alil-
Ior desalur,dion or IIlOlllelltolll tllll_-(k_ll_llllellt. At ally In_
inauallelllelll liUrlN)C,(,s. Sldlll, torque(411t)_produced
only alomjcomponentsnormal
Io tile h_al maql_etieliehl vector.
Prarllral Ihnllaliol_sIn power
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_ FtRure 21 MicrothrusterCandidates(concl)
3 Syslem Thrust, Ib isp. s
'_ Heclrlc
....................................................................................
Re_isloiet O.01Ioc;.(I 115to 860
rlect,,olysh IP"41o5.0 100to 350
i Pulsecfplasma 10.6 toI0"1 IOOO1o5QQQ
i Ionlme,curyl 10_31o0.5 20(]01ogo00
Ionfnohl_:qas)a ?.1X 10.3 5500toMOO
,_i MPDa 2. t X 10"?tot. 2 X 10.2 ?0O0toqO00












FI Rure 22 Environmental Forces
Ilela _ol,lr ^erndyna_d_
AIIfllP, N x Ill"] N x I0_
Ideq) X Y 7 X V 7-
Max 13._!11 0 1), / -5.R6 0 O.43
M.! °1].30 0 -)5.8 -II.fl;_ 0 o0._2
Max 9.38 9.21 52,1 =5.fl(_ 0.1l 0,07
45 -_
Min -9 )R -Q21 =422 -1 77 -0 60 -O29I
Max 0 -I) O 0 -5.85 O.74 0
Min O -!).0 0 -l.qJ 0 -0.25
Figure 23 EnvironmentalTorques
_ Solar ] ] Aeredyn.a;ic 1 GravityGradient 1
.o,,o-__-1. ..,o- I ..,,0.3 I
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F'll_ure 24 Propulsion System Comp.'zrison


























I?! 1_,re 26 Thruster Location, Bottom View
19Z
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I,'lLp,,re 21 ThrusterLocation,SideView or' I_i.ii:i' _ :_" ' '














FiRure 29 Time to Change Orbit Altitude, Ah = 50 km
OIhlt Altitude, km
1000 - Mnmlminl
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SATELLITESERVICES YSTEMPLANIS EVOLUTIONARYANDINCLUDESFOUR_PMENT CATEGORIES


















EQIIIPMENF IHHERFNT WITH SlS SYSTEM
.......... lffil[R[tiT [I_IIIPHIN1 ........... _AIIII I1[ 5[RVIC[ FtRtCIION..............
PAYLOADflLT[NTION %YSIIM - PII._ • Ol_l]lllR Ill llHllilH AHll fli.t[A._t (}1 PAYLOAtI_
RFHOT[f4/_NIl'tllATORflYfill H - I_H_ • I11PI ()YHINT ANDlit II!ItVAL fl[ flail I I I Ti_,_;At.SOfOR
OB%IIIVAION VIA ff1V ANI) flllPP{llil .%[RVIC[%.
EXTRAVII ICIILAfl HANtUV[RINGIINI T _ I HII • f4gflNIO t VA fAPARII iTY HITIIIN llll CARGOI1AY
f4ANNEOf4ANHtVFRINIiUNiT - fq4tl • MANNIPPIIIIPIII,_IVt [VA CAPAfllIIIY OIITSltl[ 111[
CAR' qAY
ORBITERI4ANEUVFRING._;Y.C,TIH KIT - ORSKI1 • ORBlit_ I)}l IA V CAPABILITY
All I:LIGtlT I)[CK .. CONTROl.%ANI) I)I._PIAY_4 • CONTIRllOI; HH.%,PIL";ANDOTItIR Ill_ll{ f,I[CIIANISH.%
I IIOH 1ill ORB116R A! 1 I L]Gilt {I}CK.
[XTRAV[IIICULARf4AN[LIV[RINGUNIT _ TV e CCTVilIIRING EVA
HO[1UI,AREQUIPM_.NTSTONAGIA._._[PlllLY- HI._A • t(}|IIPHiNT %TONAGIHITIIIN CAItGqBAY
CLOSED-CIRCUIT Et.tVI_ION - CCTV • CCTVVIiNING q| CARGOBAY
ORBITEREXTIRIORLIGIITING • I I£,IilING OI ('ARGOBAY
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM (RMS)
• PAYLOAD HANDLING CAPAOILITY: 65.000 LB
•
',
STANDARD ELEMENTS ._,_ _ //_,_,_.,,j_ql__ "_j_..
_.NU' E F FECTOR [NHERENT
RMS DEPI,OYMENT
Illustrated i. the accomplmying fitTure is the IIMS dep1oyme.t of dual Graveat-A
s.tellites. The cr_zdle structure, which serve_ a_ the _.tellite retentiou 8ystczn duri.ff
Orbiter ble)st, is deployed frtml the payload b.y, m_d the. _eimr.tion AV i_ provided
by the crmfle structure. The two mztellites are ,._,iml,_dPd fr_,m the, cradle bt the eai,c





E_IJIPMENT WHICH INTEGRATES WITtl THE INHERENT E_OIPM_NT AND HAS GROWTH POTENTIAL
GEl/ERICI[_III)MENT ____,. ,_ATELLITE5EflVICEFIIHCTIOI/
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MANIPULATOR FOOT RESTRAINT (MFRI




MANNED MANEUVERING UNIT/WORK RESIRAINT UNIT (MMUiWRU) _.DAPTATIONS
The chart illustratesthree variationsof an Ml_tl/W?',Uadaptationthat have been
identifiedin thisstudy. The Level IOperationldDeployment Scenarios callfor an
MMU/WRU with a stabilizer to backup a satellite api_en(b:ge bangup while in the
process or being deployed by the RMS. Thi_ same a(._aptatio_ also appears in other
scenario_ to b_mk up mechanical Imn_op situatio,:._ in the payload bay.
- . The MMU/WRU end effector adaptation has been shown to be applicable in all
scenar,.oa wherein the RMS is _noperative. The illustration shows tts usage in remov-
ing a !_atellite from the payload bay in preparation for deployment.
A.nother MMUIWRU adaptation identified is with the unit adapted for a payload
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A,_ id¢._itified in the l,evel I operational ,'_ccnariu_,j, ii m_cd exintn for cquJpmP.nt
_towaffc camlintern to trali_;port c_mpones_t,_, repl*.:_meltt moduh:rl, itmtrmllelltr_0 _md
DEfer equipml_llt ruled ill :_atellite f_:rvicini[ ntq_|-_rt, ri:furl}i:_hmeJ_t, told l'ecoiffiho,rr-
thin, Tile aeeompmwiilh • chart 'dlowf_ three rom:cptt; that have, hee_ dev_lop_d foe
ponitioninlT/deployhtf_ the ean|d_tert; dttriliff their win.
Tile tdde nWJnlT, emleept utJlize_l a PIDA it|ee|lazlJf_m to ponitJon tile eltonioter out
and away from tile plcyioitd bay, thun leavlnt: the ar,;a it_ and idmve the p,wload bay
cieor. The elevator concept utJltze_l a tele_.oi)htl; _;erew jack to rfll¢_ the eatmb_ter
to a pooition dh, cetly above tile p_lylcmd htly. The rotary concept _tttlizc,_ nn in-place
carousel foe aee(,_r_htff equipment mid modtlh:_.
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i • ACHIEVEABLEFLAINESSINA LARGEMICRO- EFFECTOF SIRUCIU_LTOLERANCEVARIATIONS,
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i • MTV Gr,OllNPliSTARTICIE
i • PIDA- GROUNDTESTARTICIF
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: _ ALLOWABLEHEHBERSLENDERNESS
_/k c < CASE
573.9 XorLzontal testing. Gravity sag < kc/3
2700 Vertical testing. Tension < 1/10 Euler load
1633 Fabrication. _c _ 10 -6
414 Built-in loads < 1/10 Euler load_ o¢ " 10 -5
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2.8 ;T_ Member vibration frequency • 3 truss frequency, mp/m 2 - 2. k m 2
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* Passive accuracy control Is attractive
and Is used almost universal!y,
; Active control Is used only primitively,
* Passive control Is limited - and limiting!
• Rony projected missions need active centre|.
6 Ne need to understand how best to cogblne
active with pass!re control.
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ACTIVECONTROLTASKS
* _enslngdifficulty is directly delzen_nton th_ field
of view and Inversely dependenton the ®_olute
accuracydesired.
• Coml)utotlonbecomesmorelengthyas the ratio of
largest to s_llest quantity Increases.
• Actuatorsore morecomplicatedas the stroke Increases
relative to the requlre_lmvome,taccuracy,
• ConclusionIs that the expenseof active control
Is dependenton its basic task of Improvingoccurocy.
ASSUHEDEXPENSEOF PRECISION
Structure:














_,,,,,E /..,.,.,,,_ ENVELD,E: _ COST
TENFO,D __,.. _











= Weshould riot look aL gctlve vor;iJ_ pg_lve
control, He should dotermlne howpassive
occurocycon ollovl_tethe octlvc-control
ta_k,
• Attitude and orblt-keePlnq control forces
will necessitate stiff structuros,












) BASIC_ESSAGEOF THIS PRESENTATIOft
I AI_IIITIOIJGMISSIONSLEADTO i.ARGESPACESTRUCTURES
• FORSENSORS- POINTINGANDALIGNHENT IGHTENWITHSIZE
• STRUCTURAl.FLEXIBILITY HID DISTUR_UtCESINCREASEHITH SIZE
i • CONTROL BECOMES ONLY HEANS OF OBTAINING PERFORHN4CE
="_ e CONTROLIM,NDNiDTHSOVERLAP: TECHNOLOGYAN9 INTE6P_TIO_FIiQBI.FJ_8
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• WITH INCREASEDSiZE NATURALVIBRATION FREOUENC|E$DECREASE
• VERY Mm'¢ VIBRATIONAL RODESIN DISTURBANCEAND CONTROL
DANDHiDTHS
• _ESPO_SE INCREASESRAPIDLY NITH DECREASINGFREaUENCY
• ACk'URACYOF STRUCTURALI_ODELLINGTOOLS STRESSED
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,,, THElUIAL- SYSTEHREEDS TO lie KEPT AT
5
• UNIFORR TEMPERATURE
i . BELO_/ (OR ABOVE) SPECIFIC TEMPERAllJRE
5 • FIGURE/SURFACECONTROL- DEFORRATIO_SKEPT |ELON REOUIREDLEVEL+
! • DISTRIBUTED MULTI-DEGREEOF FREEDORCONTROl.
'_ • SCALE OF CO_TROLUSUALLYONLY PEIc_iTS GUASI-STATIC
i CORRECTIOtlS
• STRUCTURALCONTROL- SUPPRESSIONOF VIBRATIONAL RESPONSETHROUGH
' CO_tTROLHEANS:
• DISTRIBUTED DYNARIC IqULTI'DEGREE OF FREEDOM¢ONTRIM.
• VERY P,'tECISE kUT RELATIVE ALiGIIHEIIT GENERALLY
• ATTITUDECONTROL- _AINTENANCE.OF SATELLITE POINTINO DIRECTION
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. RIGID-DODf EFFECTS SHALL COHPAREDTO FLEXIILE JITTER
i , FLEXI|LEJITTER INCLUDES BOTH APPENDAGESAND PAYL@m
i 5
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:? .II_EP_I_Ti_ IIIrr_CTi_. BETt/EENCO,tROL.LEeS
i I_ SENSORPERFORMANCEUNOBTAINABLENITHOUT CONTROL
l !'N_ERACTIONBETHEENVARIOUS CONTROLSYSTEMS:
'=_ • THERMAl. - F!GURE - VIBRATION - ATTITUDE
1
• |YSTElqS PENFORIqALqCENOTMEASbRABLEFRO_ SUBSYSTEIqANAJ.YSIS
} • |YSTEH+LEYEI. SIMULATION NECESSARY
• II,,_'a - INTEGRATEDLARGESPACE SENSORSIN_LATION
*' • MA,qBEENUSEFUl, IN SORTING OUT SOMEPROBLEMS
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• IMPROVEDACCURACYOF E;GENVALUEANALYZERSAT H|GIiER MODES
• IMPROVEDCHAI_ACTERIZATIONOF MATERIAL PROPERTIES ESPECIALLY PAMPING
• _ESIGN METttUDOLOGYTO MINIMIZE _TRUCTURAt.RESPONSE(OPTIMI2ATII_N)
• DESIGN METHODOLOGYTO APPL_ DAMPINGTO SPECIFIED MODES
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IT
• _EVELOPMEHTOF CONSISTENT APPROACHESFOR _ULT|PL_ RIGID/FLEX IODIE$
IMPROVEMENTOF MODELLINGNON-LINEAR DYNAMICSAND STRUCTURES
:_ • _ON$;$TENT AND RELiABLE.TRUNCATIONAPPROACHESFOR LARge ORDERSYSTEMS
• CONTROLDESIGN ANDVERIPICATiON
. FLIGHt' CODE IMPLEMENTATIQN
. VERIFICATION _ETNODOLOGY
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• DISCONTINUTIES IN CONTROLPROFILES " EXCITATION
• [XPENOADL[ FUELS ALTER PLANT DESCRIPTION
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1 , FLEXIBLEATTACHEDSATELLITE EFFECTSON SHUTTLEAUTOPILOT:
STABILITY, FUEL CONSUHPTION
! , SHUTTLE EFFECTS ON FLEXIBLE PAYLOAD: OV_RSTRESSHHEN JETS COME_N
i , TRANSPORTTO HIGHER ORBITS s
b ,'t
, UNFURLEDCONFIGURATION: LOWBGBTOLERANCEsSLOff THROUGH ;
_ VAN ALLENS "
-.
® STOWEDCONF|GURATION: UNHANNEDDEPLOYMENTAT H_GH ORBITS '
, TECHNOLOGYVERIFICATION IN SPACE _,_[
. PROBABLYMOST IMPORTANTSINCE THE PER_ORNARCEMANY SYSTEMSARE







• kOHETIIIICAL TOLERANCESTIGHTEN NITII IIICREASED |IZE
• FLEXIBILITY IIICREASESNITH SIZE
• I)ISTURIIMCES INCREASENITH SIZE
• 0PFJI'i.QOP PERFORHNICEGREATLYIIIADEGUATE
, ¢ONTIIOL llECESSARYTO ACHIEVE AND HAIIITAIN PERFO/lUliCE
• _ CONTROLTHEORIES, SENSORS,ACTUATORSNUST BE DEVELOPED
, Ulilqli[¢EDEliT[D INTEIIACTION liElllEEli VARIOUS CONTROLLEIIS
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- In past wtth more rt91d body vehtcles (Saturn, Skylab, HEAO)control frequencles were muchlower than veh]cle vibrational frequencies, ].e., (fc, fo, fl, .... fn) wh_re fc _. fo
- For current program ]tke SpaceTe]escope (ST), vehtcle vibrational frequenc]es are spacedw]th
a suff]ctent control band gap betweenthe fundamental frequency and the higher order modes
(fo, fc, f] .... fn) where fo.=_,fc -.< fl
- For future large flextble space structures the overall vehtcle configuration wtll vary (durtng
construction and buI1dupl and wtll have low modal fundamentals (0.1Hz and lower) and densely
packed htgher modes;t.e. (fo, f_, f2 .... ft, f1( 0 ......fn) where ft," ft+1</1 , n ,_ , ts
small.
o Solutton
- Ftnd a satisfactory way to tmbedthe control frequency wtthtn nested modes;t.e. (To, ft .....
f4 f_, f4.1... V.) wtth on-orbtt abtllty to vary posttIon of fc as configuration and
vibrational modes"are shtfted.
o Approachesto Solutton
- _velop control theories, ground vertfy to extent practical, demonstrate tn space
- Disturbance Isolation control (OlC) theory - MSFCtnohouse









'rillS MODELINGTOOLALLONS.FORCOES_ECTINGOF B] AI_ B9 IN SUCHA WAYTO AS_'RTAIN VIBRATIQI_ CHAI_RISTICS
_F TOTALCONFIGURATION, IT ALLOHSLARGEMOT[_ AT L'OI_ECTIO_ POINTS, IL$O PROVIDELINK FOR _ MARGIN,
IT IS COMPUTATIONALEFFICIENT RELATIVETO AMOU_ OF VIBRATIONALI_ATANECESSARYTO OBTAINTOTALIITIU_
OIARACIERISTItS,
CONTROL TECliNiQUE VERIFICATION
OBJECTIVE: TO DESIGN AND COST A GROUND TEST FACILITY AND AN EXPERIMENT THAT COULD VERIFY CONTROL SYSTEM
CONCEPTS TIIAT ARE BEING CONSIDERED FOR FUTURE LARGE SPACE STRUCTURE APPLICATIONS. THE




_. ienglOri On thlll IMIll |leierll /'___ofqvllrl_ IgJllOlrll ILlind \
hm hllIIr
-.: IL. "-"x , II / ....
_-Allr Io|llnI Pad _-'I|III
IItu_nI
OUTLOOK: CONTROl, SYNrlIESIS TOOI,S IIAVE BEEN D!!VI'LOPED TO CONTROL Till," TOTAL CONFIGURATION iN TIlE FIGURE
FROM i_ITtlI'R BOIIY B/ OR IqOnY B2 OR FROM BOTII BI AND B2. USING A RECENTLY DEVELOPED DISTURB-
ANCi". ISOLATION CON_'ROI, tDIC) TII!!ORY, ONE CAN ISOLATE'BODY B$ FROM TIlE DISTURBANCES AND TIlE
I)YNN4ICS O!" BOTII 01 AND B2 BY AN APPROPRIATE TORQUE (,'(_g4AND AT POINT Pt" A PROf_UREI_IENTACrIO_
IS CURRENTLY UNDERWAY1'O VERIFY TIlE CONTROl, SYNTIIESIS TOtlLS AND TIlE D!C TIIEORY. TIlE CONTRACT















: FULL ARRAY WING EXTENSION
12.6 KW
190 KG (418 LS)
E_IX _ilI.ARC0me(_
I_JLTILFT_
,_ACE(:I_FT CCNFIGLI_TION IS _ O_:YANYL0(_FLY COUld.tO I_DIES, OVeR/iLL_ SYSllEM
, IS l)lVIl_ INTO k HI[fL_L_14Y(_ ("_,_-.__TEKINGSte,_SYSTT_OR PECISlL_I PI_O[!I.[.MS,
24_
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SATELLITE OPERATIONAL LIFE - YEARS
BATTERIES 00MI NAT(LIFE-CYCLECOST
sob







[M_ I _ 160t_ _BATTERIE.
THERMAL 118,7 o 49.6 MS)
60 AMeSll1 rail
IFOLAR ARRAY 150.7 MS)
0 6 10 IS 20 2S SO
SATELLITE OPERATIONAL LIFE _ Y|AflS
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260 kW PAYLOAD POWER
100 Ahr Ni-Cd CELLS
40°C $32001CELLMFO COST1462/NO. LAUNCHCOST
i 1000 I FAILURES REPLACEDATNEXT
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t • LIGHTER ENERGYSTORAGE
t • LONGER LIFE ENERGY STORAGE
i • LOWCOSTSOLARARRAY
:__ • LOWCOSTPOWERPROCIESSINGFOR PAYLOADS
e LONGER LIFE COOLANT PUMPS
) & LIGHTWEIGHT, LOW-COST RADIATOR








NASNR! OIP _JKJfJii: I._RGK BKV_H|K VO)_/rABl OIAm AND l_jN DI||IPA?XON |N
OR OR MORE80LAB CRLL8 ON AN R_CTRICAI_ MOqgMI,
_lkUSn ; 0 |IfADOWBDeJlLl_
0 BROR|N CELL8
o C_/_ MISMAqq_
A/'lqW_ : 0 CELL, 8110RTINO MDUCXNO POMIR IN A O|VBN CllLIrJ
8UBMODUi,R
O (_EI_ 8OLDER MULTCAUBINO AN OPIN CXRCO|_ IN A
GIVEN CELL BUr, MOOtt[.4
fIOLUTXOI!| : o VARYSOLAR ARRAYCtROUIT OONrIOURATION(NOT |Olf*
Fi_IgN-T IN ALl, _ABBB)
0 XNCOR/?ORATBCURRBNTDYPASrJ DIQDW_ Z_ 801d_
ARRAYDESIGN
COHPLETEDTASKS
, DEVELOPEbTEST CIRCUIT PROCEDURES,AND SOFTWAREFOR REVERSE
BIAS TESTING OF SOLA_ CELLS_
, SUBJECTEDTEST SAMPLESTOINUMEROUS REVERSE=FORHARDBIASED CYCLES,
, DERIVED DtOOE ¢flARA_EEIST=¢S FOR REVERSEBIASED CELLS FROMFORHARD-
REVEASE i-V CURVESFORTHREE TEMPERATURECASES,
, CONSIDEREDEFFECTS OF TIlE REVERSE i-V CURVE_UE TO THE CELL BEING _0[
SHADOWEDUNDER ILLUMINATION.
, ATTEMPTEDCONTROLLEDDEGRADATIONOF THE REVERSEBIASED REGION,
, CONDUCTEDULTIMATE DESTRUCTIVETESTING OF REVERSEB!AS CELLS TO
DETERMINEFAILURE MODES, EXTENT n= _s_, Aiib etp_ PGWERDISSIPATION
, DATASUPPORTEDTHE ANALYSI6 OF MOT SPOT EFFECTS DUE TO SHAOOHING
OF THE ARRAY,
_47
_ _i ......_- ....... "....... -............................ __-_T _'.....................................................................................................................................................
O0000003-TSE12
{.,,....._i,,',_.,_P+'++'{t_-J POWERDI,';SlPATION 2X4 e$
_++,:.++,,i+_+_'+i,,.(_LI,t.LY,TY
NO. CCLL,_
_llAl_l¢It} PER (;r o,s,s _POWEII Pn
_TR I NG ......... P_TJ_iAP_tEIRC;-_______+LO_-,_I___-__AZT._
II NONE 37.4 I_ ,4
1 NONE WI. 3 lfJ.
1_/ Nt/NE 7_. _ 1;t. 2
2_1 NONE 93.9 3.1
31 NOm_ ,Jr..+ z.P.
t I+. ,_.. t 91.9
1 11 7fl,l+ 3,3
I_I It 78.8 3.0
2_ 11 94,t .4
3_t 11 97,5 .1
4_1 11
22 35. _,_ 18.6
1 22 77,2 3.1
1_ 22 77.2 3.1
2_1 22 92.9 .4
3J -"2 96.5 .1
- _ 22 98.2 .1
BY-PASS DIODE CONFI6URATION
:.+_ SOI&R/_'_Y PROTZCTZONOPTmIZATZON . •
2 .x 4. CELL gXA_Lg - .' I i
I
2) ,. czoss szzcu,v_o s - t6 i" . " " ..
i DIODES 16 - 32
• I
£ r>l , ' [_L_"
....... .-0{I"'O_ {.I00_-- ."'D£1-"_O{J-O"-O01






, CONCLUSIOh FOR S CELL, SltAI_OHING _l'_ _ _-,
, • ., b L
i
ALL PANF,LS HITtl HOIIF. TIIAN _[i,iCF.LLS/SThlNG _ilAflOWF_DAft[ EFFECTIVI_L¥ TURNf:B
:.' OFF, lfl) tiEAT/FI1H£1%I)I._51PATION flI_GULT5,
_LL PNf_L_ tt|Ttl 21,1CELL_ 51IAUI_VEI)OH LF.$$ R£_IILT_ IN &_tlG#IPOWt_RI)_alI_!PATIe_
HOU£tI, Tile I_ST CRO_-STnAPP|NI} CUNFI(;UrlAI'JON (-/iN HININIZK TIE_ P_ERS
FOR ONLY SPI_CIAL!7,F,I) CA_I_S,
IIY PA_S 9101)1E$USI_DTO PROTI_CTAGAINST ItlGII POH_R DI_IIIPATIOH ALSO 14AXIHIZEI









'_ 402 tVL_I I.AUNCHco_r
o..o.,T ii CONDUCTOR 20COSTS-
MS (lOEO) I i_\' 16_ 2WIflE
_us 220,2o
LOSSES
i 6' WITH %%_
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OF POO_ Q,L$,_L_Ty ELECTROMAGNETICCOMPATIBILITYFORPOWERSYS_MPL,'_TFOI_M(PSP)
• TYPICAL SCIENCE PLATFORM CNAnAC J'I_fllSTICS
• SEP$TECHNOLOGY SOLAI1ARIIAY
• 12 KW PSI! PAYLOADF;
• 235 N. _41,57° INCLINATION
• EXPErlIMENT$ MOUNTED ON PALLETS
IPALLET$ CHANGED OUT AT 6 MONTH INTEHVALG
• OASELINE EMC S. ECIFICATION$
• TAILOrIEO MIL-STD-,4610
• MIL_O_GOe7
• SCIENCE HEOUIHEMENTS OUTSIDE OF ABOVE SPECIFI(,A (IONS
• ELECTROSTATI= DISCHARGE (ESD) CONTROL
• E-FIELD EMIS.c;IONSFROM 300 METER DIPOLEABOVE 300 V/M
• LOW FREOUEI_ICYSUSCEPTIBILITY TO 1 HZ (300 HZ RCVR)
• High FREOUI:NCY SPECIFiCATiONS TO 100 gHZ


























L I ACCELERATORCURRENT- AMFS
_51
O0000003-TSF02
.....{ _,.],id._i"Y NEWEMC ONSIDERATIONSFORPOP
LOWFREQUENCYLiMiTS HIGH FREUUERCYLIMITS
1411_ ALLOWABLEEMISSIONIIFENMILoSTD-4ilii |HEll|
IIM1 IN, . _ $AR
_,lll t _ E"U'PM[NT IIUSO[II_IIILITY _ 'I
] , / L|VEL TE.,TPERMILa4OI0 (RS0|) _
_.,, / , / r-" ,,, v,,, ,,,,/ / . .,,,, ,
Iknz " " I.'_z " ' I_z " _ lk._ ' I;Rz " ' Is_z " '
141 _ WiSP
IO'J' _ KVRIUIGEPTIOILITY
" L_J WISP: WAVESIN SPACEPLASMA_11, VLEI: VERYLONGIIASELINEINTERFEROMITRY
ALLOWA|L[ EMISSIONS _ AMSG: AUVANCEOMICROWAVEIOUNOINGUINT
*_0, FIR MIL-iiTD-4Ilii (REO2) IAR: SYNTHETICAPERTURERAOAfl
OWOS: 0CEANWAVEniRECTIONALSPECTROMETER
! i w m • i *






0 Spacecraft ESDDesign Considerations
- Conductive coatings for solar array backside, thermai blankets, _;flrrors, antennas
- Protective devices for ESD
- Analytical tools needed to select which surfaces require ESDmeasures
- Grounding, _nterconnectton techniques
o Spacecraft EM! Design Considerations
- ESDcharacterizattc_ and specification
- Low frequency near field emission analysis and test
- Commonsync frequency for power converters
- Reducedpower Source ripple and reduced allowable conducted black box emtss|ons
* Eliminate exposedcurrent carrying conductors, e,g, , solar cell solder contacts
- Increased equipment and cable shteld4ng
- Impact of Supermagis TBO
- Revtew magnetic field specifications (emissions and susceptibility)
o Technology Requirements
- Specifications: working group?
- Anaiysts and ground test
- Hardware: materials, protective coatings, interconnect methods
- Flight tests:
a) Spacelab investigations with SEPACand PZCPAB
._ b) Solar array demonstration f11ght
- Plasma interactions
- Charging from accelerators
- Thruster interactions
- Electrical discharges at high voltage
:_ - Field measurementsto guide specification preparation
!
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SCIENCEANOAPPLICATIONSMANNEOSPACEPLA1TGRM r J I
• ELECTRICAL POWER
• WIOE-IIAND COMMUNICATIONS Ih
0 ALTITUOE CONTROL
I• IIEAT REJECTION• ORBIT/STATION KEEPING
• RERTHINO |VA AIRLOCK AND SUBSYSTEMS
NO NECESSARY MOBS IOENTIFIEO
• EXISTING FROM ORBITER PROGRAM
CREW EQUIPMENT




PRESSURIZED AOAPTGfl • EVA SUITS
• NEW iTEM • STOWAGE LOCKERS
EXISTING FROM ORBITERI
SKYLAB PROGRAMS
, EXISTING SPACELAB SYSTEM DESIGN IMPROV(MENTS I LOGISTICS UNFRESSURIZEO RACK I
• STRUCTURE SYSTEM • ADDITIONAl. CYLINDRICAL SECTION I • NEW ITEM !• POWER DISTRIBU ION • SUPPLEMENT THERMAL LOOP
• TNERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM • ADD VOICE INTERCOM
• OATA MGT SYSTEMS • COMPLEMENT TV SYSTEM
• CONTROLS AND OISPLAYS • ADD BERTHING PROVISIONS
• EXPERIMENT RACKS AND SERVICES • AOD C021CONTAMIN. REMOVAL






DEGREEOFSYS1TMINTERACTION ..... _" ":_ iiY
,<,.,.,, /.//o."°V_a'Zl.! / ,,. . .,°.,,,o,°..,.
_,_/".,_'L, _ / g / _/_ .,.<,.,,.. T.^O,,/t / _,e-/ //._'I_" " "
ITRUCTURE TYPE X $ - _ $ I 2 2 I 14 ill%
CONTROL IUOIYITEM X 1 1 I _ 1 I $ lfS 66%
POWER ILN]IYITEM X $ 2 2 2 - I 13 40%
THERMAL MOMT. I.I. X - _ 2 - $ O 33%
OYNAMICS X 2 I II __ 10 69%
TRANSPORTABILITY X 3 1 1 12 44%
ASSEMBLY X 3 2 11 II1%
, ,,I
RiOOOST X - 12 44%
AUT('IMAT ION OPTIONS X 1:1 48%
PSP COSTESTIMATE SUMMARY










G_OUNO SUPPORT EQUIPT. _,6
TEST & VERIFICATION 3,2
S¥$TEH EN_, & INT, 0,3
TOTAL I(_.o
:_==;_= .... _: ................... ___ ................ ,,_.________.=.:_ ........ __.____L......... C_-_L..L_.LL_L7 L_LCL_ " LT_C......................... _i-......... ;7_---- _ - -_
..........._-_--' _<i'...........ct:__ ......." ..................._ ...................................................t_, ..
O0000003-TSF06













PRECEDING PA_E L_LAI',II(NOT FIL_,_r.D
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* SUPPORTSIEflAIILESMIS IONST_IAT_ILL SELL
\
" GEftERICI]ETTERTIIANP,ISSIDH.. SPECIFICj_1'1+ IIASAUSETOPSI















1, C_PLEXCONTROLFTHRUSTif4PULSEVS. THflOTTLEABLEPROFILE? " "
2, DISTRIBUTEDCONTROL - "
3. HODULARP OPULSIO;t(DISTIBUTED)
q. HASSCONSTI_'_INEDDESIGNTOGEO - -
5, DEPLOYMENTRISKOFCOHPLEXLSS - *
G. ANTEI_HAFEEDDESIG,II/INTEGRATIOtl _ "
7, FLEXSTRUCT/SHARTCONTROLVS, STIFF_TRUCTIOUI_CONTROl. - *
8, IN-FLIGItTHECRAflICALIGKHENT
9, PflOPUIoSIONCONTAHINATION * *
10, SOLARARRAY/FOV/TCStlADO_IHG










]% SflUlrLEPLUHE(+) EtNIflOIIMENT - -
16. STRUCTUREFORCG- CP - -
17, FAULTTOLERANCEOF_CTIVECONTROL - •
18, DEPLOYABLESYSTEHUTILITIES(P_ER, TCFWID,ETC.) - *
19, ATTITUDECONTROLDURINGRELEASE/DEPLOY_NT - °
20. OTVBEFOREDEPLOY? -- °
21. ENDOFLIFE: DISPOSAL _ *
22. BERTHING/DOCKING/MATE " "








2. LONGLIFE, HIGHDUTYCYCLE,IIIGHlsp, AUXILIARYTItRUSTERS.
3. DEVELOPLINEAR,WIDEDY,'(AHICRARGEm_OTTEAELETHRUSTER.
FARTE_ HEED(XOo 20 YRS)
















\ OF PCOR QUALITY
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